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SUMMARY

lii Objective

The objective of this research was to examine the effects

of various operational situations upon sonar operators' contact

reporting behavior. The act of reporting a contact constitutes

the only operationally significant definition of "detection,"

1since, in the absence of such a report, a ship has not made a

"detection" and cannot react appropriately, regardless of the

state of mind of a sonar operator. Different operational situ-

ations have been observed to lead to different sonar contact

reporting behaviors. This research was intended to develop a

[1 more complete and quantitative understanding of that effect,

to permit more accurate prediction of its influence on ASW

performance, and to suggest means for modifying reporting be-

havior, if necessary, to optimize ASIV performance

The Attitude Survey

The aspects to be investigated were suggested by statis-

tical decision theory. This theory identifies variables which

have an important impact on optimum decision making. For the

sequential detection situation, these variables include: (1)

the decision criterion, or threshold; (2) the consequences of

- missed detections; (3) the consequences of false detections; A

I (4) the a priori probability for the presence of a target; and

(5) the "cost" of additional observations. For the case of the

human decision maker, it has often been postulated that the
subjective values of these variables influence decision-making

behavior in a manner similar to the mathematical model. The

first phase of the research focused on obtaining the judgments

-_of fleet sonar operators and destroyer officers regarding the

subjective values of these decision-making variables for each

I 'of 17 operational scenarios, which depicted a wide range of
LI peacetime and wartime destroyer operations. The individual

- S-1



scenario descriptions were printed on cards and each of the

personnel interviewed was requested to place the 17 cards in

rank order according to sets of instructions directing atten-

tion to the five decision-making variables. With few ex-

ceptions, the CO, XO, operations officer, ASW officer, weap-

ons officer, and the sonar operators of 20 destroyers were

interviewed, involving a total of 99 officers and 119 sonar

operators.

By appropriate psychometric scaling methods, the judgmen- B
tal data obtained in the survey provided not only information

concerning the rank order of the scenarios on the various U
decision-variable dimensions, but their separations along these

dimensions as well, based on the variability in responses.

The principal findings of the scali- of the tactical scenarios

on these psychological dimensions were:

1. Sonar contact reporting thresholds were principally
determined by the subjective assessments of the
consequences of missed contacts and of the conse-
quences of delay in contact reporting (i.e., the
"cost" of additional observations). Thz judgments
of these consequences for ea;h scenario were essen-
tially identical, and result from what we might
descriptively call the "threat" inherent in the
tactical situations. To a lesser degree, the
reporting thresholds were also found to depend upon
the judged probability of making submarine contact,
and the judged consequences of false contacts.
These relationships were expected.

2. The following result was unexpected. While assess-
ments of the scenarios with respect to reporting
thresholds, misaed contact consequences, probabil-
ity of submarine contact, and the "cost" of observa-
tions were very consistent across all personnel

interviewed, the assessment of the consequences of [
that 55% of the ipersonnel ranked the wartime scenarios

as having the most severe false contact consequences,
28% o the personnel ranked the wartime scenarios as
having the least severe false contact consequences$
and 17% of the personnel followed no pattern at all
in ranking the scenarios with respect to false con-
tact consequences.

S-2
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U
This inconsistency of response is believed to result from

j the peculiar status of tl'4 "false contact" in ASW, owing to

the active sonar target classification problem. False con-

tacts are the most frequent occurrence in surface-ship ASIV

operations of most kinds, but no tactic or equipment exists

which can easily cope with the resvilting attack decision

problem. Owing to the lack of any easy answer te the false

contact problem, the problem itself has often been dealt with

superficially, both in the training of tactical officers, and

in various research efforts concerned with surface ship ASW.

It was found that the diverse and inconsistent attitudes

toward false contact consequences influenced the respondents'

reporting threshold evaluations, and it seems likely that

these attitudes would affect decision-making behavior in actual

ASW operations, as well. Therefore, we regard this finding as

an indication of a significant problem area.

In addition to these results, the application of multi-

dimensional scaling techniques to the survey data revealed

what appears to be a "personal consequence" dimension to the

assessments of the decision variables, in addition to the ex-

pected "tactical consequence" dimension; and the responses to

a questionnaire related to problems in ASIV lent further in-

sight into these problem areas.

The Detection Experiment

The second phase of the research consisted of the conduct

of a sonar detection experiment, in which the influence of the

"operational situation" on performance could be measured to

give an objective evaluation of the effects of psychological

variables. The physical "thrcat" inherent in wartime situa-

tions cannot be reproduced in an experiment, of course, but

there is one operationally meaningful variable that relates

directly to perceived importance cf the tactical situation,

if not to the perceived threat per se. That variable is



j

"command attention." The irtent was to measure operator detec-

tion performance against a given set of signals in a setting

which wculd first minimize apparent command attention; and

measure performance of the same operators against the same -

stimuli in a setting in which maximum possible command atten-

iii tion would be brought to bear, thus creating two situations

genuinely perceived by the operators to be of very different

importance with respe:t to their detection performance.

SThe SQS-26 A-scan display was used to generate stimulus

3 materials. This display is a memory-type device which pre--

sents a history of sonar pings in a static presentation. This
Static characteristic permitted the use of still photography

A to create a realistic representation of the sonar display, by

the rear-projection of ping-by-ping sequences of color trans-

parencies onto translucent display screens of the same sizeUP

as the sonar display CRT. Seventy-two 6-ping sequences of

color slides were prepared, forty-eight of which contained

PM or CW targets with random strengths, locations, and motion, I

generated by the sorar's target simulator; and twenty-four of

which contained only reverberation and noise produced by an

apparatus constructed for this purpose. Presentation of these

sequences in random order at a real-time rate resulted in a

detection task of approximately three hours duration. UK

During the course of a week, 18 experienced SQS-26 sonar H

operators performed this 3-hour detection task. During this
period the operators were asked to report any contacts which

they felt they would report aboard their ship during routine

operations. Responses were required only when they wished to

report a contact, in which case a push button was to be actu-

ated, and the target range, bearing, and other information

were to be recorded in a contact reporting boklet. The set-

ting for this "low command attention" phase was that of an

experiment conducted for the Navy by civilian researchers,

but without explicit consequences for either errors or

S-4 '
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error-free performance of the task. The origin of the stimulusI

muaterials was never discussed with the sonarmen and knowledgeiti of results was never given.

In contrast, when the same sonarmen arrived during the

sbsequent week, a U. S. Navy Comnalander, in uniform, was

pesent in the room.. lie made a statement to the men follnw-

ing this guideline:I

The exercise lost week was, in reality, just

vou o Driom tday Intheinterest of de-
eoingo~iu tcic gantthe Soviet

sumrn het o r en asked to view
a series of recently acquired data where it
is known that a number of targets may be de- A-
tectable. Security prevents my discussing

U the nature of these data in detail, but it
is extremely important that every valid con-I
tact be identified as such. Our ;estimnate of

H! the threat clearly depends on the most accu-
rate information we can get in this respect.
Thcrefecre, rlea! e rcncrt any' contact th~atI

UL you feel qualifies as a "possible sub." Re-
port at the earliest point in th~e seauence

U-1 where you feel such a rep~ort should be made.VtI
Following this statement, the nc-n eere given response booklets

which had security classification narkings (unlike the first

week's response booklets), and they were requested to perform J1

another 3-hour detection task (which in. fact employed the same

stimulus materials that were used in the first week).;-

Thus, the setting durian the second -eek, was quite dif- I

ferent from that during the first. Every effort was nade to

mak-e performance of the dotection tas1k appear relevant and

L consequential to the "operationa.s Navy," via the "high" level
of command attention focused upon it. The resvlts of the

exper"iment may be summarized as follows.

1. The "high" lev--l ofl command ?"tention resulted in
sipnifcant imProvenept in detecrion perform ance,

compared to the " 1o0.0 1eve-1, bv reducing R! false
rcportf- by 50% while rc.icing FMI correct rctports by

S-5 I



only 4%; and by redu-ing C11 false reports by 31%
while increasing C11 correct reports by 20%. The
differential effect by signal type is attributedU'
to the different psychophysical tasks presented

by the FM and CW portions of the display.

2. Each sonar contact report was required to have a -
contact "quality" judgment, using "good," "fair,"
and "marginal" contact quality categories. It
was found that these quality judgments had diag-A
nostic value; that is, a higher percentage of the
contacts judged to be in the "good" category
turned out to be true target contacts (as opposed U
to false target reports) than in the "fair" cate-

gory, and so on. The effect of the "high" level
of command attention was to improve target dis- ii
crimination performance in every contact quality
category, for both types of signals. For example,
for FM targets in the "good" category, the propor-
tion of corr.-t reports was increased from 74% for B
the "low" level of command attention to 94% for

the "high" level. Similar improvements were seen
in the other categories.

3. Each sonarman was required to estimate the range
of each contact he reported. During the "high"
level of command attention, a 19% improvement in
target range estimation performance was observed,
compared to the performance at the "low" level of
command attention.

4. On a Receiver Operating Characteristic graph, the
"high" livel of command attention moved the CW
operati.,g point away from the operating point for
the "low" level almost perpendicularly to the*
"cha-ca" diagonal, in a direction of improved
eff ,ctive signal detectability; and the displace-
me-it of the FM operating point had approximately
equal components of perpendicular movement, cor-
responding to improved detectability, and parallel I
movement, cerrespondinc to a change of reporting
criterion in the directiun of increased "caution."

5. Based upon certain assul.,ptions, the signal detec-
tion theory statistics d' and a were calculated.
It was seen that, on tile average, signal detect-
ability was greater for the FM signals than the
CW sigials; and that more "strict" reporting cri-
teria (i.e., larger valu,-s of S) were employed for
1:1I signals than for C'. It was also seen that the

"high" level of command attention brought about a

S-6
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35% improvement in FM signal detectability, and a
64% improvement in CW signal detectability, com-
pared to performance at the "low" level. The
reporting criterion concomitantly increased by
109% in the direction of "caution" for FM signals,
and by 34% for CII, signals.

Thus, target detection performance was significantly
better during the high command attention phase than the low

I command attention phase of the experiment. However. it is
| ' very important to stress that the contrast between actual

- peacetime (non-ASII exercise) and wartime target detection

and reporting behavior would stand in even greater contrast.

While the sonarmen were asked to report any contacts "which

-| they felt they would report aboard their ship during routine

I ~ operations" for the low command attention phase, the setting

was obviously one of a detection experiment, which places

tb,; emnh, is on mal:ig t~rget detect ,.sn, and impli.es Thpt

there are targets to be detected. Furthermore, there was

obviously no immediate consequence for any false detections

that might be made. In contrast, the actual routine peace-

time operational setting carries with it a very low probabil-

ity of making a valid target contact; and there is an immediate

consecuence to reporting false target contacts, in that they

are brought to the attention of command. The results of the

attitude survey, anecdotal evidence collected from the survey

respo:,A-nts, and the results of ASW exercise reporting per-

formance coi.pared to non-exercise contact reporting indicate

that the routine peacetime sonar contact reporting threshold

is typi :ally more "strict" than that employed during the low

comm2nd attention phase of this detection experiment. Thus,

the v-fect of the high level of command attention upon ASW

perfor-ance at the onset of war could be expected to bring

about I.he improved "effective signal detectability" which we

have seen to occur in the detection experiment; and to bring

about ain overallI increase in the number of target reports, as

compare. to routine peacetime operations, by lowering the

S-7



reporting threshold to the comparatively "free" values observed

in both phases of the detection experiment.

Conclusions

In the operational sonar detection situation, the noise/ 
Li -

reverberation background is an insignificant source of "false"

responses, compared with that unfortunately large class of f __

objects which give rise to "false contacts." "False contacts"

produce real echoes, whose characteristics differ significancly

from the noise background, principally in having a degree of

persistence impossible of the true noise/reverberation sources.

Particularly during peacetime operations, these false contact

sources greatly outnumber actual submarine contacts. The re-

suits of the attitude survey, the detection experiment, and f I
specific anecdotal evidence collecled from the survey respon-

deDts indicate that the pe.cetime "solu:iun" 1.c this consider-

able incidence of false targets consists of a "low detection

efficiency, strict reporting tLhreshold" mode of operation, i-

brought about largely by the typically low level of command

attention focused upon the sonarman's peacetime role. The

consequence of this mode of operation is to screen out false

(and valid) contac at the lowest hierarchical level, re-

lieving the rest o. he team (CIC, UB, and Command) of the

burden and the experience of the ASW decision-making process. F

In the event of war involving ASW, however, that burden __

is going to shift. The high level of command attention which -

will undoubtedly be focused upon the ASW role, and the presence

o. an actual threat situation, will lead to a "high detection

efficiency, low reporting threshold" mode of operation. And -

this is a desirable and probably optimum mode of operation,

for it opens the channel from the primary ASW sensor to the
- _

entire ASW team, permitting classification and attack decision

making to function with all the resources that can be brought p
to bear by the individual surface ship, including inputs other

than sonar. The difficulty, as we see it, lies with maintaining

s-8 -1



this optimum state for destroyer ASW operations. At the onset

of war, the naturally large number of objects which can cause

false contacts, the greater wartime inclination for the sonar-

man to detect and report them, and the inexperience of the rest

4 of the team in dealing with them (and their heterogeneous

attitudes toward them) will constitute a serious ASKf decisi:'n

problem. The seriousness of the matter is heightened by the

typical peacetime conduct of destrryer operations, which often

denies the ASW team the experience of reporting and prosecuting

the false contacts which do exist in the ocean medium, in peace I
ii 0 or war.

We fear that unless destroyer officer personnel appreciate

the false contact problem in its fullest extent, apparent Corn-

mand dissatisfaction with classification performance during the

transition to a genuine ASW role will, intentionally or unin-

tentionally, influence the sonar operator in the direction of

B undesirably conservative detection and reporting behavior.

I U And it is a discouraging fact that very =any destroyer command-

ing officers have been provided with very little ASM training

U or practical experience.

We see the destroyer commanding officer as the key deter-

miner of ASK team decision-making beer during the transi-

tion to a wartime ASW role. Research under this contract is

now focusing on the destroyer officer's probable responses to

wartime ASK decision situations.

SI



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

11 The Prob~ew

It is necessary for the Navy to make quantitative,

IIdetailed, and accurate estimates of expected performance in
a wide range of threat situations, and particularly in accom-

0 plishing its potential wartLine missions. The performance ofj
active sonar systems is critical to many of those missions,

5so it is essential that objective Procedures for predicting
the performance of sonar systems with man in the loop be5 developed- It is also necessary to develop sufficient under-

standing to permit modification and optimization of that per-5 formance where it is fo.-nd to be inadequate or =on-optixm.

The performance of -an active sonar system is greatly

fldependent upon the behavior of the sonar operator as well as
w uon the functioning of electronic circuit-ry. The latter is

conparatively well-known and deterministic. However, even

-U the most sophisticated contemporary sonar equipment essen-

tially only prepares information for a far more complex

5processing step: the operator's dttection decision. 1.f this

-;decision uere not so complex, we would reqiuire the equipment 1
5itself to make it. Because -.3-is processing step is not de-

scribed in any electronic blueprint, it has not traditionally

fjbeen a candidate for quantitative analysis and predictive syn-
thesis. Determination of detection performance has previously

p taken into account the physical characteristics of the signal,

ii noise, and reverberation, but little attention has been given

r to the -influence of situational variables upon the operator '8
U detection behavioz and the consequent effects on sonar per-

formance predictions.

I A precise definition of "detection" is, of course,

essential. Because of the complexity of the active sonar



target detection/reporting task, more than one definition

might be possible. One frequently hears a distinction made

between "detection" and "reporting"--the report of sonar to

the bridge that a target has been "detected." It is al;o

frequently heard that an operator's "reporting criterion" is

higher than his "detection criterion," so that he does not

report all that he "detects." khile these observations in-i dicate that "detection" night be defined separately fron

"reporting," they also reflect awareness of, and concern for,

an important fact: that sonar operators "fil -ter" information

in transmitting it fron the sensor tc those in command. The

exact nature of such "filtering" has not been quantitatively
:: known.

Such uncetaity is cause for c-once sc " o
Izlnot-= aan~t-at evrz'tt- s the ow1 z oe= iona' V sj1- p

& 0dateion. ' In the absence of S u c a

report, a sn-ip has not made a "detection," and cannot react

appropriately, regardless of the state of mind of a sonar

operator. in order to best estimate expected performance of

the Navy in facing any ASK situation, operator repor-ing be-

havior -ust be known for that situation. Often, detection

performance has been evaluated in experimental situations in 1=

which no attempt was nade to relate the operator's "experi-

mental detection criterion" to the criterion he would use for i
Sonar contact reporting during operational situations. The

"recognition differential" deternined by such an experiment

Day be useful in making equipment performance conparisons,
~but it bears an uncertain relationship to the expected per-

formance of a ship in facing an ASK threat. Knowledge of

reporting behavior necessarily encompasses intermediary de-

tection behavior, but the converse is certainly not true.

It has been the basic objective of the research described in

this report to be concerned with sonarmen's target reporting

behavior and the influence of the operational milieu upon it.
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The Approach

I Our approach to understanding the sonar reporting decision

has been guided by statistical decision theory. Statistical

decision theory provides normative models for decision making.

"h. en vzrious decision parameters and explicit decisican goals

are specified, the theory prescribes mathematically optinua

vrocedures for decision making. The subset of the nathe-

matical theory dealing with binary decisions (typically, the

decision concerning the presence or absence of a signal in

noise) has been particularly well developed in the context of

electrical com--unication. Subsequently, the "theory of signal

detectability" has cone into wide use as a nathematical model P

for the hunan as a detector in psychophysical tasks. While

the arpropriateness of the assumptions necessary to make this

application are not without controversy, the approach has

raniered the singular, incotroversial ccntribution of dr wing

well-deserved attention to previously neglected aspects of
i hunan detection performance: the "false alarn" error; the

influence of signal probabilities; and the influence of sub-

- jective costs (or values! of various decision outcomes. There

is now a large literature reflecting great attention to these

|| aspects of decision making for Psychophysical detection tasks.

Green and Swets (1966) give an excellent introduction to the

application of signal detectien theory to psychophysics;
LZJeffress (1969) discusses these matters it the context of

sonar detection.
However, most laboratory psychophysical tasks, while

Fla bearing somewhat questionable relationships to the underlying

assumptions of the common signal detection theory model, r
because of their complexity, are themseZves simplistic com-

pared to most "real-world" detection tasks. Two things in

particular distinguish the sonar detection task from common

psychophysical tasks: its "vigilance" aspect; and its "se-

quential" nature. in the psychophysical task, the "basic human

I
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perceptual mechanism" is usually the principal object of study,

and it is usually the desire to have experimental results un-

confounded with the effects of low signal probability, varying

degrees of arousal and motivation, prolonged work periods, and

other sources of variation inherent in the typical operational

task of searching for infrequent, difficult-to-detect signals

over relatively long periods of time. The presence of these

effects, organic to the sonar detection situation, strain the

assumptions underlying the application of the most common

signal detection theory model (i.e., that which assumes equal-

variauce Gaussian noise and signal-plus-noise distributions).

For a discussion of the application of this model to vigilance _

tasks, see Broadbent (1971).

Further coupliea:ing the application of the simple model

is the sequoutial ncuratr of the sonar detection task. The

sonar opezator is uz. prs.ntcd with - clearly J fined 'or-

portunity" in which he must respond either positively or i i
negatively regarding the presence of a signal; rather, the I

A situation is one in which he may either decide to report a

contact, or to gather more information. Indeed, this par- F

ticular situation even omits one of the alternatives of Wald's

sequential decision model (Wald, 1947), in that no "rejection" 3

decision is made overtly; the operator either reports, or

continues observing. Birdsall and Roberts (1965) recently
have theoretically extended Wald's sequential analysis to in-
clude costs and probabilities, producing what may be the most

appropriate fabric for a model of sonar contact reporting;

however, this application has not yet been attempted.

If a precise yet satisfactory theoretical description

of a task as complex as sonar detection is wanting, however,

a more general but valuable insight from statistical decision

theory is not, for the theory directs our attention toward

the potentially important variables of the decision-making

process. These variables are listed below in the context of
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Wthe sonar reporting decision.

1. Contact report'Tno criterion or threshold: it
is postulated that a sonar contact is reported
only when confidence in that contact, fornu-
lated from observation of the sonar displays,
exceeds a "reporting threshold," which itself
is a function of the other decision variables,
listed below.

S2. Missed contact cor.seuenoes: the perceived con-
sequences, or "cost," of an error of onission.

U 3. False contact consequences: the perceived con-
sequences, or "cost," of an error of con-ission.

A. Likelihood of making contact: the subjective
a priori probability of a valid sonar contact.

JI
S. "Cost" of add;itional obsevations: the Der-

ceived consec uences of delaying sonar contact
reporting, tc obtain additional information.

Two other variables of the general o:cision situation were

felt inappropriate to the sonar contact reporting task. These

are the "values" of the correct outcomes Gf the detection de-

cision: "correct detection," and "valid rejection." It was

found through pilot survey work that the "value" of a correct

detection was a difficult concept for the sonar overztors to

evaluate; and the valid rejection is not appropriate because

it is accompanied by no overt response from the sonar operator

(assuming, of course, that the contact bas not already been

reported).

Theory (and conon sense) suggests that variables 1 through

S are important decision-naking variables. As applied to human

decision naking, these variables may be regarded as constituting

psychological dirensions, and subjective values on these dimen-

sions for a given decision situation may influence decision

making. The first objective of this research was to conduct an

attitude survey and apply psychonetric scaling nethods to de-

-teraine how rea4list"ic tacica scenariis are evaluated on these

dimensions by the decision =akers themselves--a representative

sample of destroyer sonar operators.
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In addition, the evaluation of the scenarios by destroyer

officers was desired. This wrzs motivated by the fact that the

theoretical detector can only be said to be "optimum" with

respect to the given consequences and a priori probabilities.

The determination of those consequences and probabilities is

outside the scope of optimum detection theory. Therefore,

even if the sonar operator behaved precisely as an ideal de- U:
tector, that behavior would only be optimum for the decision

variable values as he perceives them. Nothing guarantees ::
that his evaluation of an operational situation, in terms of

consequences and p-obabilities, is "optimum" in any sense. U'
A definition of optimality for thef variables would, indeed,

be an elusive thing. However, it is in part the judgment of

just such elusive things as the consequences of missed de-

tections and false alarms, and of the probability of meeting

one's adversary, which characterize the responsibilities of H
command. Thus, the survey was designed to include a repre-

sentative sample of destroyer officers, as well as sonar

operators, to permit comparisons between these groups. The

survey method, procedure, and results are described in detail [j
in the next chapter.

Scaling realistic tactical scenarios in a psychological L

decision-variable space was expected to result in a unique

and valuable contribution to understanding the nature of the s -

important theoretical decision variables for the specific, L

practical task of sonar contact detection and reporting. How-

ever, the quantitative influence that situational variables

exert upon actual sonar contact reporting behavior cannot be 1 V-

determined solely from judgmental data; the relationships must 1:

be verified experimental./. Many laboratory psychophysical

detection experiments have shown that specific instructions to

subjects regarding their reporting criteria can influence

those criteria significantly; and this has been shown for a

simulated sonar detection task as well (Kostoff and Montgomery, P
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1970). Other laboratory experiments have investigated the

influence of situational variables on signal detection and

reporting behavior through the less direct technique of pro-

viding "payoff matrices" to the subjects, explicitly specify-

ing decision outcome "costs" and "values," often involving

small monetary rewards (e.g., Williges, 1971). A sonar de-

tection experiment has also been conducted employiag the

"payoff matrix" technique (Rizy, 1972). These studies typi- _Q

1] cally show that "payoff matrices" have some influence on

reporting criteria ("8" in the usual signal detection theory

model) and none on detection efficiency, or signal detect-LI+
ability for the man-machine combination ("d"' in the usual

model).

We feel that "payoff matrices," involving either monetary

rewards or simply abstract incentives, provide very poor ap-

proximations to the motivating forces central in the question

of "peacetime" versus "wartime" sonar contact reporting be-

havior. We have little doubt that "reporting thresholds" can

be directly influenced by specific instructions, but we sus-

pect that the apparent invariance of "detection efficiency"

in these experiments was due to the relative impotence of the

"payoff matrices" employed as experimental variables. While

Lit is not (humanely) possible to reproduce the physical threat

accompanying decision making in war, we were convinced that a

sonar detection experiment could be conducted in a c-intext

genuinely perceived by Navy sonar operators to be of great
importance, and of particular relevance to their principal

occupational task.

Therefore, the second objective of the research reported

here waz to conduct a sonar detection experiment involving a

realistically potent variable, which we have called "command

attention." The method, procedure, and results of this ex-

periment are described in detail in the chapter entitled "The

Detection Experiment."
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The conclusions we have drawn from this research 
are iI

presented in the final chapter.

LI

II
Elf
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CHAPTER III
THE ATTITUDE SURVEY

I Method

The objective of the survey was to obtain the judgments
of Naval officers and fleet sonar operators regarding the

positions of several tactical scenarios along certain psy-

chological dimensions selected for their relevance to the

sonar contact reporting decision. Five psychological dimen-

i Usions were selected, and 17 tactical scenarios were selected

to be scaled on these dimensions. Because of the relatively

large number of dimensions and scenarios, the method of rank

ordering was selected to permit obtaining the judgmental data

Pwithin reasonable time constraints.
The scenarios, ranking instructions, and procedure are

described in the next sections. The psychometric scaling L
methods used to evaluate the resulting judgmental data are

described in the "Scaling Technique" section, and the derived

scale values in the "Results" section. In addition to theliz ranking tasks which the respondents were requested to perform,j each was asked to complete a questionnaire which contained

questions concerning the respondent's background and view-

points related to sonar contact reporting. The biographical

data thus obtained are discussed in the "Respondents" section,

and the responses to the sonar contact reporting questions are

discussed in the "Results" section.

Sce,4arios

Seventeen tactical scenarios were written for use as

stimuli for the survey. Since the objective of the survey

was to obtain judgments which would have the closest possible

connection to actual or anticipated operational situations,

our principal guideline in the composition of these scenarios

9
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was to depict realistic situations representing a broad

spectrum of decision variables. No attempt was made to con-

struct scenarios to achieve predetermined levels of the-Li

various decision variables in all possible combinations.

Stimuli generated in this way may be of academic value in i
investigating decision making, but treating the various as-

pects of tactical situations as independent variables very U j
frequently leads to unrealistie scenarios, and the resulting

judgmental data stand in a questionable relationship to ex- -Ii
isting or anticipated AS" missions. Our approach was to

treat decision-making variables as dependent functions of j -

the specific tactical situation, and our goal was to deter-

mine the subjective values of these variables, as judged by

the potential decision makers themselves, for operational i
situations of the greatest practical interest.

Each of the 17 scenarios is shown in Appendix A exactly L
as it was presented to the survey respondents on individual

3" x 5" cards. The scenarios are numbered, and listed in nu- J
merical order, but the numbers were assigned to the scenarios

randomly.

Ranking Inatructions

Each respondent in the survey sample was asked to rank

order the 17 scenarios five times, once according to each of

the five sets of ranking instructions. Each set of instruc- [I
tions was designed to direct their attention toward a par-

ticular aspect of the sonar detection/reporting decision. !i
The rationale for each of these sets of instructions, and the

instructions themseives, will be given in turn. There exist J
slight differences between the instructions given to officers

and to sonar operators. The instructions shown below are the

operators' versions; the complete sets of instructions for U
both officers and operators are given in Appendix B.

Sonar Contact Reor.ting: The first set of instructions Pi

given to each respondent directed his attention toward the [lj

101-i0I '



confidence level, or degree of certainty, felt necessary in

order to make a sonar contact repo-t. Presumably, the re-

porting dtci.tiez involves weighing the physical evidence of

a contact, as displayed by the sonar, against some confi-

dence-level zriterion for reporting. In the usual decision-

theoretic model, the result of observation is expressed as

some monoconic function of the likelihood ratio, which is

then compared to a criterion derived from decision goal con-

siderations, generally involving probabilities and decision

consequences, to arrive at a decision. The intent of the

first set of ranking instructions was to cause the respondents

to evaluate and compare the decision criteria (analogous to

those of the decision-theoretic model) which they felt they

would employ in the various scenarios.

1SONAR CONTACT REPORTING

For the purposes of this part, please imagine that you
are standing a sonar watch aboard your ship, that you art Ti-
rectly operating and observing your sonar, and that you ana

you atone will make the decision to report sonar detections

to the bridge. Your certainty of a contact depends on many
things, such as echo quality, consistency, strength, and so
on, and you can be more sure of some contacts than oLhers.

If you were to see/hear a very strong echo which showed
obvious submarine target cues cr characteristics, you could
report "possible sub" to the bridge with little doubt or
uncertainty concerning the contact. Oa the other hand, if
you were to see/hear an "echo" which was very weak, incon-
sistent, and lacking in cues, you might not be sure thatEl you actually have a contact. Your decision to report such
a questionable "contact" to the bridge might depend upon the

liioperational situation--for example, you might be more likely j
to report such contacts during wartime ASU operations than
you would in non-ASW peacetime situations. Please carefully
read and consider each of the situations described on the

cards, and place the cards in rank order in front of you so '7
that the situation in which YOU FEEL YOU WOULLDjN" .EE_- TOj BE VERY SURE OF A COTACT 70 REPORT "POSSIBLE SUE" TO TEE

BRIDGE is at the top, downward situation-by-situation, to

El I
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the situation for which ZOU MOULD WANT TO BE PRETTY SURE OF

A COZI7CT To REPOR'. After you have done this, please write

the card numbers in the boxes on the other side of this page

in the order you have placed the cards.

Consequences of Missed Contacts: The second set of rank- 1
ing instructions given each respondent directed his attention

toward the consequences of errors of omission, or what are
commonly referred to in statistics as "errors of the second L

kind"; that is, the consequences of missed contacts. -
"U

CONSEQUENCES OF MISSED COTACTS

For the purposes of this part-, please imagine that you

are the sonar operator and that a "contact" briefly caught

your attention, but was so weak, intermittent, and lacking

in cues that you had little confidence that it actually uas
a contact and did not report it to the bridge as "possible

submarine." At least part of the time, such contacts could i-
actually be caused by submarines. If it uere actually a sub- _ i
marine, it is a missed contact situation, which can have a
variety of consequence_.. Your ship may lose points during an L =
exercise, in time of war your ship cr those in company may
be torpedoed, the submarine nay move out of range and never

re-appear, with its existence remaining unknown, and so on. =I

The exact consequences of a missed contact may be different U
for different people, and may depend upon the particular

operational situation. PZease inagine that you have actuaZl-
missed a contact. Carefully consider what the consequences

of a missed contact night be ar you see the= for each of the
operational situations described on the cards, and place the

cards in rank order in front of you so that the situation

whose missed contact consequences are MOST SEVERE, OST UIN-

DESIRABLE, ani/or POST UPPLEASAT to you is at the top, -

downward situation-by-situation to that whose missed contact

corjequences are LEAST SEERE, LEAST UNTDESI.ABLE, and/or

LEAST UNPLEASAVT. After you have done this, please write the
card numbers in the boxes on the other side of this page in
the order you have placed the zards.

Consequences of False Contacts: The third set of instruc-

tions directed the responde-t's attention to the consequences

of errors Gf commission, or errors of the "first kind"; that

12



is, to ihe consequences of false contacts. The perceived

conseque'ces of errors of this kind were expected to be par-

ticularly interesting. Operators are taught to "report

everything," but anecdotal evidence indicates that operators

are reluctant to commit "false contact" errors, at least in

some situations, to the extent of significantly affecting

their target reporting behavior.

CONSEQUEINCES OF FALSE CONTACTS

For the purposes of this part, please imagine that you
are the sonar operator and that you have reported a contactUto the bridge as "possible submarine." At least part of the
tine, a contact reported as "possible sub" turns out to be

non-submarine. This situation constitutes a false contact,

LI and can have a variety of consequences. Fuel and/or weapons
nay be expended, the ship =ay leave a position in a screen
unguarded, the ship's captain may have to be avakened, and

so on. The exact consequences of a false contact nay be
different for different people, and may depend upon the
particlar operational situation. Please iagire thct you

have actually reported a false contact. Carefully consider
what the consequences of reporting a false contact =ight be

as you see the= for each of the operational situaticns

_described on the cards, and place the cards in rank order in

front of you so that the situation whose FALSE COT.4CY CCSE-

QUE3CES WOULD BE MOST SEVEFE, KOST UNDESIRABLE, and/or MOST
WiPLEASAUT is at the top, donward situation-by-situation
to that whose FALSE COMAC7 COOSEQUECES WOULD LE LEAS! SEVERE,

LEAST UDESIRABLE, and/or LEAST U.YPLEASANT. After you have

done this, please write the card numbers in the boxes on the
other side of this page in the order you have placed the

cards.

Likelihood of Making Contact: The fourth set of in-

structions directed the respondent's attention to the a priori

probability of contact for each of the scenarios. Expectation,

or subjective prior probability, is an important variable in

decision-theoretic models of human decision making, and in

actually observed decision behavior, and was expected to be an

(important variable in sonar contact reporting.
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LIKELIHOOD OF MAKING CONTACT

The likelihood of actually making contact with a submarine

varies from situation-to-situation. Please carefully consider

each of the situations described on the cards, and place the

cards in rank order in front of you so that the situation you

judge hOST LIZPLY TO RESULT IN SUBMARINE CONTACT DURING ONE LI
SONAR VATCH is at the top, downward situation-by-situation to

that LEAST LIZELY TO RESULT IN SUB3ARINE CONTACT DURING O-E-

SONAR VATCH. After you have done this, please write the card Li
numbers in the boxes on the other side of this page in the

order you have placed the cards. ft
Response Time: The final set of instructions called I

attention to the consequences of delay in sonar contact re- Li
porting. It was expected that scaling the scenarios according

to the importance of response time would provide insight re- Ai

garding the "cost of observation" variable which is important

in sequential decision situations, including the sonar contact

reporting task.

RESPONSE TIME

A quick detection and report to the bridge nay be more

important in some situations than in others. Please carefully

consider each of the situations described on the cards and

place the cards in rank order in front oi you so that the V

situation for which DELAYING CO.TACT REPORTIZG WOULD BE WORST
is at the top, downward si - ion-by-situation to that for
which DELAYI.G CONTACT .EPORAING W'OULD BE LEAST BAD. After

you have done this, please write the card numbers in tLe boxes

on the other side of this page in the order you have placed

the cards.

To identify any problems in our approach, a pilot survey

was conducted at the Fleet ASW School, Sat, Diego, involving U
ten sonar technicians and five Naval officers. The results

of this pilot survey were very satisfactory, leading only to fl
minor modifications in the wording of the instructions. The U
instructions we have just described are those of the final I
form, used in the main attitude survey.
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i Procedure

LDuring June and July of 1971, project personnel visited

the ports of Norfolk, Virginia; Newport, Rhode Island; Long

Beach, California; and San Diego, California. A total of 25

destroyers and destroyer escorts were visited. Prior arrange-
ments had been made to have two groups assembled for interview

on each ship, with the compositions shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

OFFICER AND ENLISTED GROUP COMPOSITIONI

Officer Group Enlisted Group

a. Commanding Officer a. Leading Sonar Tech-
nician

b. Executive Officers
Weapons Officer, b. Three Sonar Watch
or Operations Supervisors
Officer (two of
the three)

c. ASW Officer

The officer and enlisted groups were assembled separately
(usually, the officer group was interviewed in ths wardroom

and the enlisted group on the enlisted messdeck), but inter-

viewed simultaneously by two of our personnel.

After a ratLer general introduction, each participant

was given a shuffled deck of Scenarios, the "introduction"

F] Vpage of the instructions, and the "Sonar Contact Reporting"
page. The introduction (see Appendix B) explained the gen-

eral nature and purpose of the survey, and contained a

biographical questionnaire which was completed by each sub-

ject. The "Sonar Contact Reporting" ranking instructions

have been described; each subject performed this ranking

first. Sufficient space was provided tor each person to lay

[ Uout the 17 scenario cards, in order to facilitate the ranking

process. When the ranking was completed, the scenario numbers

II
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were recorded by the subjects on the back of the ranking in-
struction sheets. After each respondent had completed the

ranking according to the first set of instructions, the in-

structions were taken from him, and the next set of instruc-

tions and a reshuffled deck of scenarios was given him. Thus,

no subject was able to make direct comparisons among either

jl the sets of instructions, or their own responses. Each sub-

ject was given the ranking instructions in the following

order: Sonar Contact Reporting; Consequences of Missed Con- itif

tacts; Consequences of False Contacts; Likelihood of Making

Contact; and Response Time. When each respondent had com- -

pleted the ranking task, he was given a short questionnaire

to complete concerning destroyer ASW. Approximately two hours

were allowed to perform these tasks, which was sufficient in

most cases.

The Respondents

A total of 99 Naval officers and 119 fleet sonar opera-

tors were included in the main survey sample. The composition

of this sanple is shown in Table 2. In general, considerable a El
interest in the survey was expressed by the respondents, and

the cooperation we received was very satisfactory. Seeral

destroyer commanding officers requested, and were given, sce- Li
nario decks for use in subsequent discussions of the various L

considerations raised by the survey.

16
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lii fTABLE 2

j COMPOSITION OF SURVEY SAMPLE

OFFICERS ENLISTED

BBy Rate/Rank: By Rate/Rank:

CDP. 18 STCS 2

LCDR 22 STCM 3
LT 29 STC 17

BLTJG 19 ST 1 13
ENS 9 STC 2 54

C140O2 2 STG 3 28
TOTAL 99 STG SN 2

ElTOTAL 119
Officers by Enlisted byuBillet: Primary Duties:

Co 19 Div. CPO 10

IIXO 18 Sonar Spvr. 14

LIOps 18 Sonar Oper. 34

ASW 22 Sonar Maint. 46

Weapons 20 F/C Maint. 15

CIC 1 TOTAL 119

BEngnr 1
TOTAL 99

The Scaling Technique

Mathematical models --Or decision making involve values,

costs, and prior probabilities to deduce the expected value

of decision outcomes, and to identify optimal decision-making

processes. In human decision making, these considerations

of costs and probabilities may also be taken into account,

thoug-h very often numerical values for them are not available

to the decision maker. Even when numerical values are avail-

able, however, their impact on decision making may depend upon
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the way the decision maker perceives them. It seems reason-

able (and has been experimentally demonstrated for some

decision situations) that "subjective" values, costs, and

probabilities are important in human decision making. These

subjective values are not uecessarily the same as those U
measured on any objective scale; they represent values on a

psychological scale as judged by the human decision maker.

Statistical decision theory directs our attention tcward the [
important variables of the rational decision-making process;

However, the importance of these variables in human decision

making is a matter for empirical verification. i01
In the case of signal detection, including the sonar

4 detection process, decision theory' suggests that six vani- I
ables might be of particular influence: the "values" of the

two correct decision outcomes, correct report a-ad correct
dismissal; the "costs" of the incorrect outcomes, f-

alarm and false rejection; the "cost" of additional observa- r I
tions (because the sonar situation is a sequential process); U
and the a priori probability for the presence of the signal. .-

We postulate that every tactical situation, including the JU

17 represented by our scenarios, has some value on a psycho-

loical continuum with respect to each one of these considera- I
tions. The relationship of the ranking instructions to these

considerations has been previously explained; the objective

of the survey was to determine where the 17 scenarios fell on

five of these psychological continua.

flow can one det.ermine the position of a scenario on one
5_3

oE these psychological dimensions? The most obvious way,

perhaps, is the "quartitative judgment" method. A judge (a

Naval officer or sonar operator) could be asked to estimate

the scale value of each scenario along each psychological

dimension; or to estimate the "si.-ance between pairs of sce-

narios on thesc dimensions; or to make ordinal j~udgment s

concerning distances between pairs of scenarios (e.g., the

1F8
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distance from "A" to "B" is g,-eater than the distance fron-Jf

C"to "W". Each of these tasks supposes that distances

between scenarios can be judged. This method requires con-S

siderable time and thought on the part of the judges, presu-

ing that they can per-form the task at all. Particularly with

the present task, it was felt that the judges could not per- M

B forma in a meaningf~ul wav with this method in any reasonable
amount of time.

Another approach to identifying the scale values of the
3

scenarios on the psychological continua, one which requiresI

less of the judges in time :nd effort, and particularly in

the assumed ability to zake "distance' judguents, is the
"variability judgment" method. In this nethod, each judge

is asked to make only ordinal- judgments concerning scenario

scale values. For exaaPlt, he could be asked, "which is

U greater (with respect to the per-tinent property', scenario

'A' or scenario IV'?"; or. he could be asked to place the

- Li scenarios in rank order (with respect to the pertinent prTop-
erty). Although each judge Bakes only ordinal judgments,

d-istances between scenarios uay be derived from the varability
in the ordinal judgments among judges, based upon Vhe follow-

ong hpycheloical oentino heris lkel to e sessrte

in hpyoesi:l hentim thoeris arlntkely semerless

agreement regarding their order (that is, which is greater)H than if the scenarios ape widely separated. The assumption

p is that the relation between acreent Concelrnirz the ordera

of two s cenarios ('measured, for example, by the Proportion of

judges forming the m;ajori ty opinion) and the di-iU.ance beI-ete.

B the Scenarios on the psychological c-nz:nuu-. is monotonic.
Therefore, for exazmple, if 95% of- the judges feel :hat "A" is

_ grearer than "S," but only 60% feel that "C" is greater than

"0"the imprlication is that "A" and "B" are further apart on

II the psychological continuum (and, therefore, Emore easily I
distinguished) than "C" and "D.
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This hypotbesis is a very reasonable one and is widely IF
accepted as a rather unrestrictive assumption. The next step

necessary in the conventional method of scaling from varia-

'ility in ordinal judgments requires a somewhat stronger

assumption. How, exactly, does one transform variability in

the ordinal judgments into distance on the psychological con-

tinuum. The first assumption asserts that this trarsformation

is monotonic; but what is the exact relationship? A widely

used mathematical model of this relationship was first pre-

sented by Thurstone (Thurstone, 1927).

Thurstone postulated that when a given stimulus (e.g., Iii
a scenario) is presented to a judge, it gives rise to what

he called a "discriminal process," represented by a specifiL 11
scale value on the psychological continuum of interest; that

the value of the discriminal process resulting from a single []
presentation of the stimulus is a random variable with a

normal, or Gaussian, distribution; and 'hat the mean and the U
standard deviation of this normal distribution are to bu

taken, respectively, as the scale value of the stimulus, and

its discriminal dispersion. In other words, at each )resenta-

tion of the stimulus, its value is "judged" along the pertinent

dimension, and each judgment reflects "error" from the "true" -

scale value, an "error" which is norm,lly distributed about

the "true" value. In this model, no attempt whatever is made

to account for the sources of this dispersion, in physical,

physiological, or psychological specifics. Such specificity

is unnecessary foz this model; on the contrary, because there -

are certainly wany sources of judgmental error, appeal is

made to the central limit theorem of mathematical statistics U

in justifying the Gaussian distribution assumption. in any

event, the model is just that; it must be subjected to ea- ' -

pirical verification.

Now, in the "variability judgment" method of scal-.ng, we.""

do not deal with direct estimatcs of scale velues, but zathbr
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J with variability in ordinal judgment. What are the implica-

tions of Thurstone's model for these? In making an ordinal

judgment concerning two stimuli "A" and "B," we can say that

the judge attends to the instantaneous difference between the

;L discriminal processes resulting from stimulus "A" and stimulus

"B." If this discriminal difference is positive (subtracting

"A" from "B") stimulus "B" is judged to be greater than the

stimulus "A"; and vice versa if the difference is negative.

ff UObviously, since the discriminal process resulting from a

particular exposure to a stimulus is a random variable, the

discriminal difference is also a random variable. And,

because the distributions of the discriminal processes of

both stimuli "A" and "B" are postulated to be normal, the

distributiop of the discriminal difference is itself normal.

Ile can most conveniently express these relationships in

L mathematical. notation, as follows.

Let the "discriminal process" arising from stimulus "i"

be denote' the random variable .. " In the Thurstone

judgment model, the probability distribution of "X." is

assumed to be normal, and thus completely defined by its meanU
and standard deviation. Let the mean of this distribution be

-! denoted by "Si" and the standard deviation by "o." In the

model these parameters represent, respectively, the "true

L ff]scale value" of stimulus "i," and the "discriminal dispersion"

of stimulus "i." Thus, to use the convenient mathematical I

notation wherein the normal distribution with mean "i" and

variance "laz2. is denoted "N(j,o 2 )," the distribution of the

discriminal process X. is N(Si, i).

5LNow, let the "discriminal difference" ewenstimuli

-*"i" and "j" be denoted by "A. .. " By definition, A.. = X.-X.. k
1313 3 1I

Therefore, since X is a normal random variable, A is also a

normal random variable, which, by the convenient properties -

of the normal distribution (we assume X. and X. to be un-

correlated) has itself the normal distribution N(S.-S i ,3 o+j 2).
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Let the mean of this distribution, "S. S," ba denoted by

*1 i the "true scale difference" betwe-en the stimuli in

the Thurstone judgment model. 1The stan~dard deviation of the

discriminal difference is (0 +U2)2 .

To return. to the ordinal judgment -:oncernin- stimuli "All

and "B.Y we saw that if the discriminal difference A -X

AR ~B'A
was positive for a particular observation, or 'udgmeant,

stimulus "B" was judged to be greater than stimaulus "A." ih at

is the probability that this event will occur? !t is he

probability that the event A AB>0 will occur, which is ciz*ily

calculated, since L is normal with know~n 'parameters. Siuce

A is IN(D- a2 +0 ), we know from the p-roperties of ah -nor n.aL
AB AB' A B

distribution that the random variable Z (a'C-

is N(0, 1). Because tables of the distribution functior of

this random variable (the normal deviate, or standard score) '
are commonly available, it will be con,,enient to ask the

question "what is the probability that 50B~?" in terias of Z,

as follows.

If: (.AB AB/(A" I

Then: 6 Do)

Therefore if; B

then: z (0 H~

or: ~-~I

Thus, the probabili t-.- that A. 0is oqLai to he probability

that. Z > -D, 2 ~", hc is ea-,sl_!' fcomid is, til', taloes.

if -fzi Orl z] (i e.. thc' nor-mal d4stri ]ut; on functi on)

22I
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uL
Uthen Pr(A >01 Pr[Z> -DA /(02023

= Pr[Z<DAB/(o2+o2) ]-A.B A B"

= 4[DAB/ (oA o ) B

U= *[ZAB]

AB D DAB(o.+o B  . Thus we see that the probability
that stimulus "B" is judged greater than stimulus "A" is just

the area under the normal curve up to the point z which is
AB'

a standard score that represents the "true scale difference"

between stimuli "A" and "B" in units of the standard deviation

of the discriminal difference.

Now, we wish to experimentally derive (from ordinal

2 judgments) information concerning distances between scenarios.

This may be done in the following way. When stimulus "i" is

compared to stimulus "j" by each of N judges, the experimental

observable is the proportion " " of the N judgments assert-

ing that stimulus "j" is greater than stimulus "i" on the

psychological scale of interest. According to the Thurstone

model, the probability of deciding "j>i" for one judgment is

¢[zi [ , so the e;:pected number of such decisions in N7 judg-

ments is NO[zij], and, therefore, the expec-t.d proportion of
'3

such decisionc in N judgments is N[z I/N. = O[zij ] . we

regard the experimentally observed Prorortion of such deci-

siots as an estimator of the mathematically expected proportion:

Pij - ij]

Therefore, we may estimate z..:

13si - tPij] 8

where t(p) gives the ordinate (i.e., the standard score)

corresponding to the area "p" beneath the normal curve.

The estimated z for each pair of stimuli represents

an estim~ate of thc "true scale difference," D *between

ij
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those stimuli scaled by the factor (a.2  a 2)h, the standard

devia-tion of the diz~crizminal dift-erence. If a. = a. =a for
j - 1 3

A j and "j ," the scale "actor becomes V2o. One of the

conmon simplifying asSUDptions in em-playing Thurstone's scal-

ing model is this assumption (that tne discrixninal dispersionsU

for all stimuli are equal), zaking the stan~dard deviation of

the discriminal diffcrence ientical for all pairs. If this LI is so, we may construct an equal~ interval scale by placing5

t~ cnross hyare scaae y-eexnerimentally

determined z_ . and be assured, for example, that if scenario

"IA" is t;.ieas far from., scenarlao "C" as is scenario "B" on

the scale so construct-d, this distance relationship also

holds on the psychological scale of interest. This property,

ofL course, defines an equal inaterval scale, and is independent L

of the selection of an origin and unit for the scale. The

orinin and unit of the scrc_ . are not defined by Paired coni-L

parilson or rar.k-or eri-ng a- ents, which underlie the present

technique, and, therefore, must be derived from. other consid- L

erations (if at all). This is actually,; an advantage ofl the

technique for scalinz the tactical scenarios, because the

selection oi an. origin and obiective unit for "misSed contcact

consequeuces," for example, can be very, di-fficult (and very

variable). Thus, any scaling method based upon the supposed

ability of individual Naval officers or sonar operators to

evaluate "consequences'-- oin an abso-Lzte scale (i.e., a ratio

scale) is i1eyto be unsuccessful. 1he met.-od we have

emzpi yed, hcwever, does pr-ovide interval scaleUs regarding the
psychologizal dimensions of interest.

The "interval scale"1 property of the scales we have

derived does *'c-end on the assumpt-lon that the discriminal

disp~ersions oz all the stimuili (scenarios) are approximately

anual I We cannot verify that this is so from the data, but

~efeel the- nssumption i warranted, in that the resulting

mcln node a provides a nscful descriPtion ofr the jud-m.e-n-al
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data we have obtained. Actually, we 1-now that another assump-

tion implicit in the Thurstone technique, that the "distances"

between scenarios can be represented on a single dimension,

is definitely violated. This violation is not to be regarded

- as a "fault" of the data; it reflects the interesting dis-

covery that judgments of the scenarios with respect to the

important tactical decision variables are inherently multi-

dimensional. This is discussed under the section "Multidimen-

sional Scaling." Nonetheless, we feel that the unidimensional

scales derived by the Thurstone technique are of considerable

ppractical value in displaying the results of the survey.

We now turn to a description of the practical application

of the Thurstone scaling technique to the scenario ranking
U data. When a judge has rank-ordered the scenarios, it is

assumed that the order of any pair of chose scenarios fairly

represenrs his judgment of them at *he time he performed the

ranking. Thus, each rank-ordering of the 17 tactical scenarios

LI by a subject is assumed to represent his comparative judgment

regarding the 17x16/2 = 136 possible pairs of scenarios with

respect to the decision variable of interest. (In the "paired

comparison" technique which is sometimes used, each of these

136 pairs would individually be presented to the subject;

however, the method of rank ordering, which implicitly pro-

duces the same information, is much faster to administer.) U__

Thus, when N judges have rank-ordered the scenarios according

to a given set of instructions, the experimenter can examine

the N judgments of each of the 136 pairs of scenarios, and I.

form the proportion "p referred to earlier, representing

,fl the proportion of the N subjects who judged scenario "j" to

be greater than scenario "i." These data are conveniently

represented in a proport-on mat P, Figure
Note that the diagonal elements, pii, representing the com-

parisorL of a scenario with itself, are assigned the proportion

0.S. Also note that symmetric elements must sum to unity



(p... +p.. 1) so half the elements are redundant.

We now turn to the "distance"s estimates. We have seen

that 0-1 [p. . is an estimate of the distance z.. betueen sce-
13

narios "i" nid "j" (in units of the standard deviation of the

discrimainal difference). Therefore, we perform the transfor-

mation (i.e., determine the unit normal deviates corresponding

to the observed proportions) to obtain the matrix Z shown in i
Figure 2. Because of the properties of the P matrix, the di-

aoonal elements of the Z matrix are all zero, and the matrix Li

is skew-symzetric (i.e., z.= 3

Ile know from the theoretical discussion of the Thurstone L
scaling model that the ele-iment z- of the Z matrix is an esti- l

mate of the "distance" between scenarios "i" and Hi.jThere-

fore, we could DLkce the scenarios on a scale using the

following technique. First, assign scenario 1 an arbitrary F
location on the scale. Then, place scenari 24isac

z from scenario 1 on the scale; then placu. scenario 3 a

distance z2  fron. scenario 2; place scenario _4 a distance

f rom scenario 3; and so on. The resulting scale would

graphically represent (within a linear transformation) an
estimate of the scenario positions on the psychological dim-

ension of interest.T

However, this technique makes poor use of the experimental

data, simply because not all are used; those elements z_ for

which j i+1 uwould not bc employed. Tn the above technique,

only One es-tzmate of the distance between scenarios Hj H and

"j" is mad,-, that represented by the elemient z... Yet, other

estimates are possible, because we can consi~der -the di-IferenCe

betl.ween the dis-Lance estinates -i rori scenario "ijf and scenario~

-to So-.,> scenarioc , "k," to a iso be an estiwmatC-of 2
tbe eistar-c bet'1cen Scenrsas "i and "i That is, zi-
z. 2 ,t whre the "princ-" indicates an. estimate of z..

-- For the present case, there are 17 such estinates possible,
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one for each Yalue of "k," the "reference scenario." (When

k=j, we have z..-z = z.. - 0 = z, the only estimate -

used ~ : ith 13 33 13 -'used in the elementary scaling procedure suggested above;
and when k=i, we have z - z.. = 0 - z.. = -z which iskiwha z1 31 ji

identical to zi..) LI

Thus, the experimental data contain 17 estimates of the A

distances between scenarios 1 and 2; betweun 2 aid 3; and so U

on. Because of experimental error, not all these estimates

for a given scenario pair will be numerically equal. To

obtain the "best" estimate of the distance between a given

pa.r of scenarios, the arithmetic average of the 17 estimates

CJt hand naturally suggests itself. Mosteller (1951) has

show:< that doing this will provide a least-squares estimate

of the "true" z... Thus, the "best" estimate, z., is given

by:

17z.i. = _I (zk- z
13 17 k=l i jk_

But, note that this is equivalent to:

131 7 1 17 o
k=l k 17kl k

which is just the difference between the mean values of the

cells in columns "i" and "j" of the Z matrix. These column

means are shown in the bottom row of the Z matrix illustrated

in Figure 2, denoted by "zi."

Thus, if each scenario, "i," is placed on a scale at the

value of its column mean, "z!," the distances between the

scenari-os in the resulting graphical presentation cons tituve

the "best" representation of -the scenario positions on the

psychological dierension of interest, within a linear transfor-

mation. That is, the distance relationships are represented,

but the origin and units of the psychological continuum are

not defined. The origin of the graphical representation will
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be at the mean of the scale values of the 17 scenarios (as

an incidental result of the scaling procedure), and the unit I-A

1.1 will be the standard deviation of the discriminal difference. I
In the "Results" sections following, the scenario scale

positions are shown graphically as derived by this technique. -

]Results: Sonar Contact Reporting Thresholds

The scale values derived for the scenarios on the "Sonar

Contact Reporting" continuum from the entire survey sample are

shown in Figure 3. At the top, corresponding to the "freest"

or most "aggressive" reporting criterion (corresponding to the
least strict value of likelihood-ratio criterion) we find the -

following scenarios:

3. Wartime screening for merchant convoy

11. Wartime screening for amphibious task group9. Wartime strike group operations
16. Wartime hunter-killer operations

1 The property which characterizes these scenarios is obvious:

they are wartime situations.

6 The next group of scenarios include the following:

2. Unidentified contact, datum I hour old
IU 10. Unidentified contact, datum 4 hours old

FU 13. Condition III steaming in the Mediterranean

These scenarios have in common the possibility 
of contact with

Soviet submarines in international waters.

The next group of scenarios include the following:

7. Opposed sortie ASW exercise
14. High valued target, ASW screening exercise
6. Annual ASW competitive exercise

15. ASW type training
4. ASW refresher training

These scenarios all represent ASW exercise or training situations.

The last distinct grcup of scenarios on the "Sonar Contact

Reporting'! continuum, in the direction of a "strict" or "con-

servative" contact reporting criterion (corresponding to a

29
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Figure 3. Sonar contact reporting thresholds for 17 tactical E
scenarios.
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stringent value of likelihood-ratio criterion), include the

following scenarios:

S. Deployment transit, proceeding overseas
17. Deployment transit, returning
12. Night plane guard in local op area
1. Non-ASW refresher training
8. Routine steaming at night in a local area

Each of these scenarios involves a routine peacetime task not

primarily connected with ASW. ,

Thus, on the psychological continuum of sonar coatact I

reporting, we have a complete spectrum of reporting criteria

represented- from Scenario 8, "routine steaming at night in a

local area," during which considerable contact classification

certainty is felt necessary to cause sonar to arouse and alert

the ship; to Scenario 3, "escorting a merchant convoy in the "

North Atlantic during a hot-war situation," in which very

little evidence is felt necessary to cause the sonar operator

to report. The positions of the scenarios on this t.xis seem

easily understood, and are in accord with our expectations.

The total sample of respondents was broken down in several

ways in an attempt to identify significant differences between

groups. Officers' scale values were compared to sonar opera-

tors'; Atlantic Fleet respondents were compared to Pacific

Fleet respondents; "junior" (defined as less than four years'

service for enlisted personnel and less than eight years' -

service for officers) were compared to "senior" personnel; and

commanding officers' scale values were compared to all others. _M

No significant differences among the various groups were noted. I
However, there is a breakdown which identifies significantly

U different groups along this continuum; this breakdown will be

discussed under "False Contact Consequences."

ResuZts: issed Contact Conse uences -

The scale values for the scenarios on the "Missed Contact

Consequences" continuum as derived from the total survey sample
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are shown in Figure 4. (No differences among groups were

noted.) The order of the scenarios along this scale is sub-

stantially the same as that along the "Sonar Contact Re-

porting" scale, but the wartime scenarios are significa,,. y

further removed from the others, in the direction of more

severe consequences. This is not surprising. The contact

reporting threshold is dependent on all the other decision

variables, and the relatively low wartime a priori probabil-

ity of contact, compared to the ASW exercise situations,

probably acts to prevent an extreme separation of the war

scenarios from the others on the "Sonar Contact Reporting

Threshold" scale. However, the "Hissed Contact Consequences"

scale only involves a single variable of the reporting deci-

sion: consequences of the error of omission. It seems

easy to understand why, on this scale, the scenarios can be

classified dichotomously: war and peace.

Results: False Contact Consequences

In marked contrast to the other scales, the results for

the total sample in the scale of False Contact Consequences

showed little meaningful separation of the scenarios (this is

not illustrated). None of the previously mentioned breakdowns

(i.e., officer/!nlisted, Atlantic/Pacific, junior/senior,

CO/other) results in any significant separation of the sce-

narios, either. Hlowever, by direct examination of individual jJ
answer sheets, it was observed that the respondents fell into

three categories which were previously unsuspected. We shall ]
refer to these as "Groups I, II, and III." When the total

sample is broken irto Groups 1, II, and IIl, the scaling re- ]
stilts were as shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Group I, composed

of 51 officers and 68 operators (approximately 55% of the

total sanrle), ranked the vari-ne scenarios as having the rost

severe conceaq.ences frori false contacts. The zesulting scale

for Group is not greatly different from the Missed Contact -A

Consequences scale for the entire sample. (See Figure 5.)
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LGroup II, composed of 26 officers and 34 operators (about

23% of the total sample), ranked the scenarios oppositely:

[1 they ranked the wartime scenarios as having the least severe

consequences. The scale values for Group II are nearly mirror

- j images of those for Group I; the Pearson product-moment cor-

relation coefficient between the scale values for Groups I

and II is -0.97. (See Figure 6.)

The members of Group III are characterized by unpredict-

ability in their placement of the scenarios in rank order;

that is, they are likely to have placed one wartime situation

toward one end of the scale, but another wartime scenario

toward tre other end. The rank of a given scenario, however,

_ 1 was not consistent among the judges in Group III. This, of

course, indicates that the members of Group III did not dis-

ir- tinguish the scenarios with respect to false contact conse-

Lquences. (See Figure 7.) This group consisted of 19 officers

and 18 operators (approximately 17% of the sample).

I After the breakdown of the sample according to attitudes

regarding false contact consequences was discovered, a re-

_ computation of scale values for the other dimensions was per-

I formed separately for Groups I, !I, and III. This reanalysis

showed that false contact con -quence attitude.r had no sig-

nificant effect on the scale values for Missed Contact Con-

S,:sequences, Subjective Probability of Contact, or Delayed

Contact Reporting Consequences. This indicates that the other

decision variables were independent of attitudes toward false

contact consequences. However, false contact consequences

would certainly be expected to be related to the "degree of

confidence" felt necessary for reporting sonar contacts; that

* .is, to the setting of the reporting criterion. This is pre-

dicted by decision theory, and certainly is intuitively

compelling as well. And, indeed, when scale values on the

I "Sonar Contact Reporting Threshold" continuum were recomputed

separately for Groups I and II, a significant difference was
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noted, as car. be seen in Figure 8. Since severe false contact

consequences should induce a more cautious reporting crite- f
rion, we would expect the wartime scenarios for Group I to be

~ 1 found farlther do-or on the scale than those of Group 11, since I
Group I perceived false contact consequences to be worst during 1

war. This effect is seen in the scaling results. Likewise,

we would expect the routine peacetime scenarios for Group 11
to be far-ther downm on the scale than those of Group 1, since

Group II perceived false contact consequences to be w~orstu
during these scenarios. This effect is also seen. These

effects are particularly interesting since all the respondents

performed the ranking or. the sonar contact reporting continuum

rior to ranking according to false contact consequences, or [
any of the other decision variables. Thus, it appears that, Us

without their being explicitly called to the respondent's I
attention, false contact consequences were weighed, con- 

U.

sciously or unconsciously, in performing the ranking according

to the "sonar contact reporting" instructions. This observa-

tion supports the expectation that the subjective values of

these variables are influential in actual sonar contact re-

porting behavior. By way of interpretation, it would seem

4 that mnembers of Group II would be prone to a much greater]

shift in willingness to prosecute an unknown contact in the

eyentualizy of war than zembers of Group I. 1

Analysis of the survey data showed no way to predict the
mermbership of Groups 1, 11, or IlI on the basis of the per-

sonnel data collected. No group had a membership which was

characteristically officer, enlisted, Atlantic Fleet, Pacific1

fleet, --(re experien-ed, less experienced, or composed of

ccsmaxdins offijcers. it follows that whatever influences the

attitudes of Grours AT, '11, and III have on decision-makingJ

Z -e!avior in ASW are zou distributed -unpredictably. As we

have seen, however, it i~s possibla to identify these atti- A

tudes by meafns of the suirvey technique; and it is probable
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that these views can be modified through training if it is

found to be desirable. However, the question of the relation- L
ship of these attitudes to actual decision-making behavior A

first must be answered. This question will be considered in V
i the "Experiment" section of this report. 1

Results: Subjective Probability of Submarine Contact

The scale values of the scenarios along the "Subjective

Probability of Mlaking Contact" scale derived from the total i

scale values assigned among any of the identified subgroups. iI
It is obvious that these scale values reflect a different .

property of the tactical scenarios than the other dimensions

scaled in this survey. This is not surprising since, among I

the decision variables, prior probability stands apart; the

other variables involve "consequence" considerations which

we expect to be interrelated, but which have little to do

with "subjective likelihood of making contact." The latter

is determined principally by the expected deployment pattern

of ti;e "target" submarines. Both theoretically and practi-

cally, the subjective probability dimension can be expected

to be orthogonal to the "consequence" dimensions.

The scenarios fall into two distinct groups: the first

including the exercise, the wartime, and the unidentified

contact scenarios; and the second, in the direction of least

likelihood of contact, including the peacetime non-AS' sce-

narios. It is very obvious that expectation of contact during

peacetime non-AS' operations is extremely low. This general

grouping of the scenarios was expected; but it is of interest

that the wartime scenarios were placed as high on the scale

as they were, at the same average position as the "unidenti-

fied contact" scenarios, and quite near the ASIV exercise

situations. -

4 0
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P
Results: Conseqz:ences of Delayed Contact Reporting

Figure 10 shows the results of scaling the rank orderings '
according to the "response time" set of instructions for the L
total survey sample. It can be seen that the consequences of

delayed contrct reporting were evaluated in very much the same

way as the consequences of missed contacts, shown in Figure 4.

On the latter scale, there is a more distinct differentiation

of the "cold-war" scenarios from the "exercise" scenarios,

and a greater separation of the "wartime" scenarios from the

others, which seems reasonable. Nonetheless, it is evident

that the "consequence" considerations involved in missed con-

tacts, false contacts (at least according to the "Group I"

attitude), and delayed reporting are very strongly related,

and that these considerations make the principal contribution

to the character of the "sonar contact reporting threshold"

scale. The "threshold" scale differs from the "consequence" L

scales in showing a less extreme separation of the wartime
scenarios fro4 the others, which can be attributed to the in-

fluence of the "subjective probability" variable, which tends

to produce a "conservative" shift in the reporting criterion ,,

for the (relatively) less probable wartime contacts, and an
"aggressive" shift for the (relatively) probable exercise and

training sonar contacts. The separate scaling of the "report-

ing threshold" data by Group I/lT "false contact consequence" 27

attitudes (Figure 8) also reveals a significant quantitative

influence uran the sonar contact reporting thresholds, but no

gross qualitative effect (such as an inversion of the gcale

corresponding to the inverted Group 11 false contact conse-

qucnce scale).

Thus, it may be concluded that the situational variable of

greatest importance in determining the sonar contact reporting

threshold is that which gives rise to the perceived conse-

quences of delayed sonar contact reporting, and of missed con- 32

tact.s; a situational variable we may aptly call the "threat."

42I,
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VI,
~Multidimensional Scaling

In the Thurstone scaling technique it is assumed that the

psychological "distances" between stimuli may be adequately

represented in a single dimension; that is, they may be pie- 9
sented on a single scale, as we have done. However, if the L1

aspect of the stimuli being regarded by the judges is in-

herently multidisensional, the distances between stimuli cannot Li
be truly represented on a one-dimensional scale. Most often,

multidimensional stimuli are regarded as being representable

by points in Euclidean space, forming a simple geometrical

model which (at least up to 3 dimensions) is analogous to the F'
familiar spatial surroundings in which we perceive ourselves.

Then, "distance" between points has its familiar meaning.

Since the ranking task forces each judge to place -he

stimuli in a one-dimcnsional ordinal arrangement, it is not

immediately evident that multidimensional information can be

recovered from rank-order data. Nonetheless, it can, because

of the variability among judges concerning the precise way in

which each forces the st.muli onto a single dimcasion. TIe

same basic assumption that was made fu Lne Thurstone tech-

nique is made for r.-tidimensional scaling: that the rela-

tionship of proportion of agreement among judges concerning

two stimuli to the psychological distance between the stimuli
is nonotonic.

This was the first assumptitn made for the Thurstone

technique; it was necessary to make another, more restrictive,

assumption (that there is a "discriminal process" with a

Gaussian distribution) to obtain actual scale values. However,

we do not need to make the latter assumption for the multi-

dimensional scaling technique that we employed, which is an I

advantage of the technique. We need only the assumption that

the judged "dissimilarities" between stimuli (measured by the

proportion of agreement among the judges) is monotonically U
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related to the "dista--ces" betueen stimuli in the psychological f
space, so that the rank order of the "dissimilarities" for all

pairs of stimuli is identical with the rank order of the
"distances" for all pairs of stimuli. If this is so, then a

I spatial arrangement of the stimuli which corresponds to the

original configuration of the stimulus positions in psycholog-

ical space may be recovered from the rank order of the dis-

sirdilarities (except for a possible rotation, translation,

or expansion, which does not affect the rank order of the

distances). To grasp this intuitively, consider a collection

[Hof many objects (for example, marbles) to be strewn about in

Euclidean two-space (for example, the floor of a handball[court). If there are lots of marbles, you can readily appre-
ciate the fact that a given marble can't be moved very far in

any direction without disturbing the rank order of the dis-

tances between that marble and all the others, since, as it

is Roved closer to some, it will be moved farther from others.

Thus, the specification of the rank order of the distances

from the given marble to all the others pretty well fixes its

position on the floor of the court. And, since the "dissimi-

larities" are assumed to be in the sane rank order as the

distances, the rank order of the dissimilarities also fixes

the position of the given marble.

You can also appreciate the practical difficulty of trying I
to arrange marbles in a handball court to satisfy a long list

of rank-ordered distances or dissimilarities which should exist I
among them. This very cumbersome, iterative reconstruction, I

however, can be handled expeditiously in the digital computer.

The principles and practical implemcntation of this technique a

were first given by Sbepard (1962a; l%62b), and refined by

Kruskal (1964a; 1964b); and we have used a computer program

(TORSCA) prepared by Young and Torgerson (1967) to accomplish

the necessary manipulations.

45
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The "dissimilarities" used by the program were derived

from the proportion matrix (Figure 11. and the program i
arranged the stimuli (scenarios) in two dimensions so that

the distances between the scenarios were (as closely as pos-

sible) in the same rank odras the judged dissimilarities

between the scenarios. (W~e ilso scaled the data in higher

dimensions, and crincluded that the two-dimensional solution

is most appropriate.)

The configurations of the scenarios derived from the '

rankings according to missed contact consequences and conse-

quences of delayed contact reporting are shown in Figures 11t

and 12, respectively. The wartime scenarios (3, 9, 11, and

16) are omitted from these figures, becauze their extreme L;

separation from the peacetime scenarios masks t. interest::

relationships among the latter, if the computer program is I
1%

f~orced to include them.

It is evidcat froa these figures that a second dimension I
is needed to completely reprezent the iudgmental data. It is

also evident that the horizontal dimension, lAabeled "tactical i
consequence of error,": corresponds most strongly to the single

dimension unon which the scenarics were scaled by the Thu~szone

technique (Figures 4 and 10--, that i-S, the projcti.ons of the

scenarios onto the horiZontral d!e-nsc'ns of Figures 11 ati 12

lead to -representations very similar to those of Figu'res 4 and

10.

W~hat is represented by the secont. dimension (the vezticalI axis)? We postulate that this dimension is related to "personal
consequence- c_- error. In the case of the ASW exercise and

trainino scenar-jos, for example, we see that the textrcise"

situations ar distinctl6y separated fro= the "training" situa-

- tions on the vertical dimension. The ASK exercise situations

have an "evaluative" connotation which may make errors Of

greater "personal" consequence than in the traininp situations,
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ME --

which are by their nature more tolerant of error. Thus,

perceived "personal consequence" seems to increase es ve move-

U upward on the vertical axis.

The non-ASY situations appear to be ordered along the

Uvertical dimension by what we will call "general arousal level"

f) of the ship, decreasing as we go up the scale. In the "deploy-

ment transit, proceeding overseas" there wtuld be a general,

high level of arousal throughout the ship; diminishing, as we

consider the scenarios in their order along the scale, to
"routine steaming at night," in which most cf the ship's com-

pany is asleep. We suggest that an "error" on the part of

the sonar operator is perceived to be a potentially smaller

perturbation of th "status quo" when the ship is in a "high"

arousal state, and therefore of lesser personal consequence,

than an error committed during a state of Zower general
A Larousal (which, in the extreme, might involve waking a sleep-

ing ship's company, as a consequence of "over-eager" contact

reporting; such behavior might be commended by the conscientious

commanding officer, but we are led to believe that the typical

ship's company is not so likely to offer positive reinforcement

of this behavior).

The "cold war" scenarios (2, 10, and 13) are not consis-

tently ordered on the "personal consequence" dimensions between

Figures 11 and 12. We attribute this to experimental error,

owing to their relatively small separation on the vertical

dimension. A similar inconsistency is seen fur scenarios 14,

6, and 7 between Figures 11 and 12; these scenarios are also

very close together.

The discovery of the "personal consequence" dimension

does not significantly alter any of the conclusions drawn from

the scaling via the Thurstone technique. The effect of the

separation of the scenarios in this second psychological dimen-

sion, when the scenarios are forced onto a single scale by the
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Thurstone tecnfique, Is to introduce a little more separation

among the scenarios of a group (i.e., non-ASW; exercise;

11cold war," wartire) than the projections of the two-dimensional

scenario positions onto the "tactical consequence" axis would

show. Thus, the scenarios are somewthat more tightly "grouped"

on the psychological "tactical consequnnee" scale than the

Thurstcne scaling indicates. The unidimensional representation R"

remains a useful -one, but it is interesting that "personal

consequences" seem to play an identifiable role in the judgment

of decision consequences.

Questionnaire Results

In addition to the ranking tasks, each survey respondent

was asked to complete a questionnaire designed to provide

additional information concerning viewpoints related to sonar

contact reporting. This questionnaire was completed at the

conclusion of the ranking tasks. The questions are reproduced

in this section, together with response distributions and 4
interpretive comments.

QUEST IONAI RE

FOR EACS QUESTION, CFECK THE ONE RESPONSE THAT MOST ACCURATEMY
RSVLECTS :OUR Cwa OPINIOM.

1. During p-esent-lay non-ASW peacetime overations (for ex-
ample, peacetime transiting, non-ASN refresher training,
and so on), which do you feel sonar operators should do?

Officer Enlisted

8% 17% a. Report fewer false contacts than
they do now even though it means
increased delay in reporting.

38Z 52% b. Continue present reporting
practices.

5_ 31% c. Report contacts mire quickly than
they do now even though it means
more false contacts.

Question ! is the only point in the survey at which officers

and enlisted personnel differed significantly [P(X 2) < 005]

While the majority of officers favored "quicker" reporting

so
A



during routine non-ASW operations, tne ..ajority cf operators

I favored "continuing present reporting practices."

2. During present-day A"W xerciz eo hich do yo

feel sonar orerators zh4.:d do?

6% a. Report fewer false contacts than they do ncw
even though it neans increased delay in
reporting.

U37% b. Continue present reporting practices.
571 c. Report contacts more quickly than they do now

even though it reans more false contacts.

. In Question 2, officer and enlisted personnel are in
agreement: the majority favors "quicker" reporting. Since
the response distribution is not significantly different

from the officers' responses to Question 1, it is apparent

that the enlisted personnel (as a group) changed their posi-
tion in responding to the second question. The resonses to
these two questions may indicate some lack of communication

from the officers to the sonar operators, since it is totally

within the realm of these tvo groups to effect "quicker"

reporting if that is desired.

3. lhich have you found to be true?

[LANT PAC

36% SSZ a. Many more false contacts are reported
durirg ASW exercises than during
non-ASW peacetime operations.

32% 231 b. A few nore false ontactz are reported
during AS'i exercises than during non-

2AS- Peacetime operations.
-8_ 2 c. About the sane nutzber -)f false contacts
E are reported during ASIF exercises and

non-ASi" peace:ire operationa.

24% 201 d. Fewer false contacts are reported during
ASK exercises than during non-ASW peace-
time operatizas.

Question 3 is the only point in the survey at which the
Atlantic Fleet and Pacific Fleet personnel differed signifi-

cantly [P(x 2) < .C5], with the latter indicating the ratio

f of ASW exercise to non-exercise false contact rate somewhat
L. greater than the Atlantic Fleet experience. A possible

___ F
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explanation for This difference may be di-.'ferences in the

"Ron-ASW peacetime" environnents of the fleets: the Atlantic

Floet has a higher rate of contact with "real" targets than

the Pacific Fleet, reducing somewhat the contrast between
exercise" and "lnon-exerciSe*' conditions, relative to the

Pacif'c Fleet.

Note that very few felt that the same false contact

rate obtained during exercise and non-exercise conditions.

The 20-24% who responded "fewer false contacts during exer- U
cises" were probably thinking oE situations in which knov!-

edge of position of the target, or actual contact with it,

decreased attention to non-target contacts. The large

majority who responded "more" or "many more" false contacts

during exercises are no doubt reflecting the effect of in-

creased expectancy during exercises, resulting in increased p
false alarm rates.

4. how n:ch of a problc .--2o you think false coa:acts would be
in the event of a war involving ASW?

18% z. Very serious probien.

3 r b. Serious problem.

43Z c. Moderate problem.

6 d. IIsignificant problem.

In Question 4, the majority felt that false contacts

would csnstitute a 'serious" or -:very serious" problem; very

few felt that it Yould be "insignificant." No difference in

respcnse pattern existed between groups.

S. At the present time, how well do you think the bridge can
judge the dcgree of certainty which sonar has about an
initial contact?

3Z a. Very accurately.

29 b. Accurately.

58 c. Not vey accurately.

10Z d. Not at all.
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6. How useful do you think knowledge of sonar's confidence or
certainty concerning an initial contact would be in deci-

~fl sion making on the bridge during a war involving ASW?
83Z a. Very useful.

14% b. Moderately useful.

2Z c. Of little use.

1% d. Of no use.

U Questions 5 and 6 indicate a potentially serious ineffi- V

ciency in the communication of useful information from sonar

to commaand. The majority of both officers and sonar opera-

tors (with no significant difference) felt that sonar's

"certainty" judgments were "not very accurately" perceived

on the bridge; yet the very large majority of officers and

operators felt such information would be "very useful in

decision making. The usefulness of such information in dis-

tinguishing false from valid contacts was substantiated by

the detection experiment to be described.

7. Fro= irour min cxper-ence during present-day ASiW exercises.

what do you feel'is a typical falSe contact rate

a. in coastal/shallow water?

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ per _ _ _ _ _ _ _

nunber of false con~tacts Urit of tiae

b. in nid-ocean/deep water?

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __per _ _ _ _ _ _ _

nu=!rezr of fcisc con'tacts Uri of zie

£8. In the event of involving AS-., what do you feel a
typical false contact rate night be

a. in coastal/shallow water?

nu::!er of fctase ccrn_4C=& anz:: of -i=e

b. in mid-ocean/deep water?

nzmer of falzae eont~cc z unit of Z. ---=

The responses to Questions 7 and S, whose formats are

shown above, are depicted for the total sample (there were

jno differences between groups) in Ficure 13 in the form of
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Figure 13. Distributions of false contact rate estimates.
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histograms. The histograms have been arranged in order of

increasing estimates of false alarm rate from top to bottom;

the difference between the distribution of responses for

Questions 7b and 8b is very significant [P(X2) << .0011. The

U difference between rid-ocean and coastal estimates is partly

due to differences in sonar envirenmcnt; the difference be-

Utween exercise and wartime estimates no doubt reflects the

expected effects of wartime decision consequences in lowering

the detection/reporting threshold.

Questions 7 and 8 were intended nore to measure the

opinions of the personnel sampled than to project actual

false alarm rates; but if these opinions proved to be ac-

curate, i.t is obvious that wartime false contact rz.te would

be very substantiai indeed, posing a very significant attack

decision problem.

Mss
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CHAPTER III

THE DETECTION EXPERIMENT

iObjective
jl The objective of the detection experiment was to compare

sonar operator detection and reporting performance under two

conditions that would be perceived by the operators as having

very different consequences as a direct function of their per-

formance. The problem is to identify controllable variables

associated with such conditions. Ideally, one would like to

manipulate perceived threat directly. Even with ethical

questions aside, it is doubtful whether this can ever be done

while maintaining sufficient experimental control to make the

(results meaningful. There is one operationally meaningful

variable, however, that relates directly to perceived impor-

tance of the tactical situation if not to perceived threat

Per se. That variable is "comm,,and attention."

Because of their relative isolation from command and
control activities, often for very long periods of time during

non-ASW evolutions, sonar operators appear to be particularly

L responsive to communications from command that bear upon the

importance of their performance. Such coamunications may

U occur with very different frequencies as a function of the

tactical situation and individual command attitudes. However,

L it is widely assumed in the INavy that high levels of profi-
ciency among ASW ships are typically associated with highr levels of "command attention."

It seems reasonable to assume that, in general, "command

L attention" will vary with the tactical situation; it will be

very low during non-ASW missions, moderately high during ASI

competitive exercises, and highest of all in the event of a

true threat. It was our objective to set up two very different

Preceding page blank
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situations with respect to the eviient "commaund attention" "
and to measure the resulting differences in detection and

reporting performance by typical sonar operators.

We felt that the effect of "command attention" on per- f

formance could manifest itself in the setting of the reporting L
criterion, or threshold; but we also felt that it could.affect

detection efficiency, or effective signal detectability. The -

distinction between these two aspects of detection behavior is

one of the important contributions of signal detection theory

to psychology.

We intended to measure operator detection performance

against a given set of signals in a setting which would first

z--I minimize apparent command attention; and measure performance

of the same operators against the same stimuli in a setting

in which maximum possible command attention would be brought

to bear. The intent was not to explicitly manipulate the

reporting criterion, but to create two situations genuineZu

perceived by the operators to be of very different importance

with respect to their detection performance. We wished to use

the AIN/SQS-26 sonar as the vehicle for this experiment because

of its status as the Navy's principal long-range active sonar.
M e I-

Method o

To accomplish the objectives set forth, it was necessary

to place a number of fleet scnar operators in a credible set-

ting of high "command attention" while providing a realistic

sonar display. This requirenent ruled out an at-sea experi-

ment, since realistic detection situations for several opera-

tors could not be set up without prohibitive requirements for i
ship services; and, in any event, experimental control of many

important variables %could be completely lacking, leading to

unrepeatability" which would preo . meaningful comparative

analyses of the data. Performing !he experiment emploving a

shipboard sonar at the dock was not feasible either, because
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'the only method of realistically activating the sonar would

have been with tape recordings of signals and reverberations,

which were not then available for the AN/SQS-26 sonar. The

signal injection equipment which is part of the sonar set

could not be used because that equipment is mounted in the

sonar control room (with the display consoles), so that noIcovert way was available to manipulate the controls necessarycoeruvalal te otrl

to simulate targets.

The nature of the AN/SQS-26 A-scan display, however,

permitted a very satisfactory experimental approach. This

display, unlike older soaxar displays, is a memory-type device

which presents a history of up to the "last six pings" in a

static presentation. This static characteristic permitted

the use of still photography to create a realistic representa-

tion of the sonar display. Ne photographed an AN/SQS-26

A-scan display after each ping was "painted" onto the display,

then projected the resulting ping-by-ping sequences of color
transparencies by rear projection tecbiiques onto translucent
display screens of exactly the same size as the sonar display

CRT. The resulting display was very similar to the presenta-

tion observed at the sonar; in fact, none of the operators

tested felt it was different in any significant way from the

presentations on their own equipment.

Details concerning the stimulus materials, the apparatus,

the subjects, the procedure, and the experimental results are

given in the following sections.

StimnnZus MateriaZs

An AN/SQS-26 CX located at the Fleet ASW School, San

Diego, was used to prepare the stimulus materials. The tar-

get sizulation capability incorporated in the sonar (Unit 34),

which provides selection of simulated target course, speed,

|i rarge, bearing, echo intensity, and own-ship heading and

speed, was suitable for generating targets for the detection
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task. H.oever, the noise generator which is a part of this U-

unit proved unsatisfactory as a source for noise/reverbera-

tion simulation, since the sane voltage waveforn is introduced i
into all 24 sonar channels, providing total spatial coherency.

This produces very obvious noise "bands" across the entire [
sonar display, and is easily detected as being artificial.

Therefore, we constructed a special AN/SQS-26 noiselreverbera- ft
tion generator. The device was designed to provide broadband

Gaussian noise across the sonar bandwidth, and, for reverbera- fl
tion simulation, white Gaussian noise passed through a rela-

tively broad bandpass filter for FI (also called coded pulse,

or CP) channel reverberation, and a very narrow bandpass

filter for CW channel reverberation. A solid state active

filter system was designed and a prototype was constructed

and tested for a single beam of the sonar. The prototype

design proved to be very satisfactory, so the final unit was =

constructed. This unit as 12 independent solid state noise

generators, 12 active bandpass filters for CP reverberation

simulation, 12 active bandpass filters for Ci's reverberation

simulation, and operational amplifiers for the linear con- B
bination of the various noise/reverberation outputs. Mhile

each sonar beam receives its primary energy from the asso-

ciated channel within the noise generator. it also receives

some energy from adjacent channels of the generator, simulat-

ing the limited spatial coherency evident in actual sonar I

operation, which results from- overlapping beams; the necessary

mixing is done within the noise!reverberation generator. The I

12 outputs of the generator, each -ontaining the CP and CW

backgrounds for a given bean, are fed into the 12 post-

amplifiers of the sonar set which immediately follow vertical

and hori:ontal beam forming. A schematic diagran of the

noise/reverberation generator is given in Appendix C.

With the noise;reverberation generator connected to the

sonar, the A-scan display was adjusted according to "USC/New
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London Technical Menoranduu 2134-540--70. All transparencies

of the A-scan display were photographed with a 20-Kyd zone
width and with the sonar in the single storage mode, which

permitted a ping-by-ping history to build up from zero to

six pings. It also permitted use of one storage tube only,

and optimization of display adjustments. The photographs

were taken with a Nikon-F camera and Micro-NIKKOR Auto F3.5,

S5mn lens with settings of f5.6 and 1/8 second on Kodak High

i i Speed Ektachrome film from a distance of approximately 30

inches, and were normally processed. A four-digit light-

emitting-diode numerical display was mounted on the lower

right-hand portion of the sonar CRT, which permitted record-

1 ing the sequence number (1 to 72) and the ping number (1 to

6) in the image on each slide. Sequences of 6 consecutive

pings were photographed in the following way: The display

was erased, and the sequence/ping number counter was ini-

tialized. The test target, if one was to be present, was

Li inserted with the proper parameters for the first ping, and

the sonar was allowed to cycle normally. Aftar the first

B ping was fully recorded on the display, the first photograph

was taken. During the sonar dwell-time, the target echo

L intensity was adjusted to the proper value for the second

ping, according to a schedule of random signal intensities.

P After the second ping had fully developed, the second photo-

graph was taken; and so on. Thus, each photograph reprasented-. I
D the sonar display as it actually appeared after a given nuner

o1 pings. This process was continued until the sixth ping

was comnleted and photographed. A sequence of six slides thus

Ui depicted the sequential development of six simulated sonar

pings.

i A total of 72 six-ping sequences was photographed, 24

sequences with noisejreverberation background only; 24 with

t e noise/reverberation background plus an F (or CP) target;

a-ad 24 vith the noise/reverberation background plus a CW target.
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For thr sequences containing targets, target ranges and bear-

ings were randomized to approximate a uniform distribution

over the sonar display; and target range-rate was randomized Li

to auproximate a uniform distribution within the following 

intervals: 25 to IS knots closing; 5 knots closing to 5 knots U I

opening; and 15 to 25 knots ouening- Within each signal se-

quence, the signal level was randonized fron ping to Ping

with an approximate normal distribution with 3.5 db standard

deviation, which is reDresentative of actual AN/SQS-26 opera- U
tion; and with a nean signal-to-noise ratio approxinatelv

equal to the mininun detectable level (MDL) for the particular

signal type (CP o: CW). Thus, Many pings within a signal

sequence typically did not contain pereep-t-ic echoes, even

though a signal had been injected. These parameters realis- U
tically simulated "difficult-to-detect" targets.

After developing, the resulting slides were inserted

into Kodak Carousel slide trays, 9 sequences (54 slides) to

a tray, for a total of 8 slide trays.

A ppara tr- uIs

Five rear-projection display screens were constructed
fth !0-314" w ide by 11" hich vie.ing areas (aVproxinateiv

tle sane size as the CRT sonar dLsplay) nounted in 16" wide

by 18' high frames with range scales on the right and left-

sides and "beam number" scales at the top and bottoz to per-

nit operators to estinate the range and bearing of a target.

Five Kodak 850 lutofocus slide projectors with zoon J
lenses were enployeA to -rojzz the sonar display iza-es.

The autonatic foct±s feature kept the slides in focus auto- j
nat~cafly, and the zoon feature peDr&ited adjustment of

the inages to the sane scale as the ori-ginal sonar dis"la

The frve proiectors were connected to a npir of fHunter Model
11.-2 tiers, -hich err connected in flip-flop ccnfiguration -

to rovide_ 300 2:, 11.isccond advance r, Ises (actually, contact



U z-losures) simultaneously to the five projectors every 25

seconds. moI

Response buttons were provided each operator for reporting

sonar contacts. Each response button was connected by wire via

)f an "interface box" to a single tape recorder, which was run'

S-expeimental session. The operators were told that

I e ping number corresponding to their push button response was

Deing recorded electronically, to discourage claiming "early"

__I detections by writing in ping numbers on their pen-and-paper
iJ response sheets that occurred earlier than the point in time at

which the reporting decision wa. actually made. In fact, data

on response time were not actually recorded electronically.

Subjects

Twenty U. S. Navy sonar technicians from AN/SQS-26 ships

Ij at Newport, Rhode island, served as subjects. Two of these

were transferred before completing the experiment, and two

more were found to have no operatiunal experience u.th the

AN/SQS-26 A-scan display. The remaining 16 were qualified

watchstanders or watch supervisors. Six had 1 year or less

of shipboard experience, while 10 had more than a year of

experierce. The 16 men included the following rates. four

STG-2; ten STG-3; two STG/SN. As a group, their qualifications

appeared typical of present-day shipboard sonar personnel.I Procedure

The ,etection experiment has arranged to be conducted in

INwport, R1hode Island, through the cooperation of Commander,

DVostroyer Development Group. Excellent experimental facili-

ties were provided us in a room av the Naval Underwater

Systems Center, Newport. The windows were blacked out to

permit low-level artificial illumination during the experi-

ment, and five -,periment booths were placed in the room in

such a manner that each subject sat in a cubicle which pre-

,ver.ted his seeing other sonarmen or their displays. Each
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sonarman sat in a student's chair, which provided hir, with a

writing surface, and the rear-projection screens were placed

on smel]l tables immediately in front of him. The slide pro-

jectors were set up side-by-side across the room from the

five adjacent subject booths, and the projector remote-control

cables were all connected to the timing apparatus situated at

the experimenter's station.

Five sonarmen performed the detection task at a time.

All the operators were given their 'irst session during a

single week, and their second session during the following

week. Arrangements for sonarmen to serve as subjects, and H
for their transportation to and from the experimental site,

were provided in a very effective manner by Destroyer De- F1
velopment Group. LI

Prior to commencing the detection task during the first

u-ek, the instructions reproduced in Appendix D were read to

the sona-men, and sample photographic transpa:en- ies were

shown to demonstrate the display and the sonar contact report-

ing procedure. This procedure (which may be best understood

by reading Appendix D) called for a sonar contact report only L -

when the sonarman felt he recognized a contact. This method

was felt to most realistically approximate the actual sonar ii
detection/reporting task (in contiast to the frequently im-

posed forced-choice situation associated with detection theory I]
experiments, which requires responses at fixed intervals).

The sonarmen were instructed that when they wished to report 1

a contact, they should immediately prcs the response push

botton, then record certain pertinent "lata concerning the

contact on one of the response sheets (repToduced in Appendix JI

E). They were to record the sequence number and ping number

on w!hich they responded, whether the targ,,t was on the CP or

C V portions of the display (or both) ,the estimated range of

the c.ntact, the beam nut:mber, and whetlier the target appeared

to have an opening, closing, or 7ero range ratc. More than
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one report per sequence could be made; or none could be made.

'U The operator was also required to evaluate the quality of

each contact he reported at the end o7 t-the seaquence contain-

ing that contact. This was done by indicating whether the

-Fl contact was judged to be "good," "fair," or "marginal." lie

was also permitted to revise his contact judgments after ail

Hsix pings had been presented; this on occasion led to the

conclusion that an early report was in fact "not a contact."

The slides were advanced at 25-second intervals (slightly

faster than real time) and were presented continuously within

blocks of 18 six-ping sequences, taking 45 minutes; there were
five-minute breaks between blocks, during which the subjects

could move about. The total duration of the detection task

was about 3 hours plus time for instruction of the subjects

and for breaks. All subjects co.npleted the task during the

morning hours (0800 to 1130) of normal working days.

As can be seen from Appendix D, dur4 "g the first session

Ui (Condition I), the operators were told that the purpose of

the task they were to perform was to learn "what constitutes
U a reportable contact with the AN/SQS-26 sonar." No uniformed

Navy officers or enlisted personnel were in the vicinity,

and only the civilian experimenter and the subjects were pres-

ent within the experiment room. Thus, while the environment

for each sonarman's first session was certainly novel for him

in some respects, we think these novelties can be character-

[1. ized as those of an "experiment,' conducted by civilian

researchers, having no clear connection with his accustomed

environment (the operational Navy); and without clear conse-

quences for either errors or error-free performance of the a

task. The origin of the stimulus materials was never dis-

cussed with the sonarmen, and knowledge of results was never

given.

In contrast, when the sonarmen arrived for their second

session during the subsequent week (Condition LI), a U. S.
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Navy Commander, in uniform, was present in the room. When

the sonarmen were all present and their identities verified,
they were addressed by this officer. He made a statement to

the men (from memory) following this guideline:

The exercise last week was, in reality, just *-

a warm-up for the very important task I want
you to perform today. In the interest of de-
veloping optimum tactics against the Soviet
submarine threat, you are being asked to view
a series of recently acquired data where it
is known that a number of targets may be
detectable. Security prevents my discussing
the nature of these data in detail, but it
is extremely important that every valid con-

tact be identified as such. Our estimate of
the threat clearly depends on the most ac-
curate information we can get in this respect. iJ
Therefore, please report any contact that you Lj
feel qualifies as a "possible sub." Report
at the earliest point in the sequence where
you feel such a report should be made. ,

Following this statement, the men were seated in their booths

and given "Condition II" response booklets. (The Commander

was not present during the actual detection task.) These

were of the same format as the "Condition I" booklets with

three very apparent exceptions: the pages were pink rather I

than white; the pages were conspicuously marked "SECRET NOFORN

when any identifier block completed"; and each page had this

"identification block" (which was never in any case completed):

IDENTIFIER Contact Code (1) p(D) (4)
BLOCK Threat Code (2) p(FA) (5)

Dz not write
Tn this space Type (3) Z-Code j6)

A sample page from "Condition II" response booklet is shown

i.- Appendix F.

Therefore, the setting for the detection task in tue

second session was quite different from the first. Every

effort was made to make performance of the detection task
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appear relevant i nd consequential to the "operational Navy"

via the "command attention" focused upon it. (Hopefully, this

was not a deception--we certainly intended this research to

be "relevant and consequential!") The intent was to create a

detection situation which, while not in an at-sea tactical

environmeat, was genuinely perceived by the operators to be

analogous, and not "merely" a research exercise. We believe

that the photographic reproductions of the display, which

could have been recorded during a tactically significant en-

counter (an explanation for their origin which was at least

implicit in the second session), and the delivery of the Con-

dition II instructions by a Navy Commander, did indeed set

the scene as we desired.

Independe. variables

We review and summarize the independent experimental

variables here, and the criterion variables in the neat sec-

tion, as a prelude to description of the experiment results.

Command Attention. Two levels, "low" and "high," were
! administered during each subiect's first and second experi-

mental sessions, respectively, as previously described. It

should be noted that this experimental design is not "balanced"

with respect to the "command attention" variable, in that the

two levels of this variable were always administered in the

same sequence. In general, this design invites the confound-

ing of such sequence effects as "learning" with the principal

experimental variable. The nature of the "command attention"

variable, however, does not at all lend itself to administra-

tion in the opposite sequence; that is, administration of the

"high command ;.4-ttention" level during the first session would

make it doultful that a satisfactory control condition could

be achieved during the second session. For this particular

experiment, however, we felt that "lear-ing" effects would

have a negligible influence, for at least two reasons: (1)
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each subj,!ct was an experienced AN/SQS-26 operator who was

quite faailiar with the information display employed in the

experiment; and (2) no feedback of performance results was i
ever provided.

Signal Type. Equal numbers of FM (also called CP) and

CW simulated targets were represented in the stimuli, which

appear on separate parts of the CRT sonar display. Since

the character of these two types of signals, as displayed,

is very different (principally owing to processing bandwidth

differences), it is reasonable to expect differences in per-

formance at detecting these signals. Therefore, the sonar

contact reporting procedure was designed to permit differen-

tiation of "FM" and "CF' targets.

Tire Blocks. Each 3-hour experimental session was

divided into four 45-minute "time blocks" by 5-minute breaks,

as previously described. The experimental data were analyzed

with respect to time blocks to reveal possible time effects

on performance.

Criterion Variables

Correct and False Report-: Each sonar contact report

was scored "correct" if "met t.- :-ol!owing criteria:

1. The ping sequence dur, ich the report -ias
made must have been one t. those 48 in which
a simulated target was injected.

The report must have indicated the correct
signal type (FM or CW).

3. The estimated range of the target must have
been within 5 Kyds of the "true" range of
the target (i.e., the range at which it was
injected) within the displayed zone.

4. The sonar beam which the target was estimated
to be in must have been within 3 beams of its
"true" beam (i.e., where it was originally
injected).
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If a son,±r contact report failed to meet any of these criteria,

it was scored as a "false" report.

It was expected that range and bearing estimation preci-

fsion would be considerably better than the allowed tolerances

(which it proved to be), even without the aid of the sonar

range/bearing cursor, which was not availahle to the operators.

These tolerances were selected to provide a generous interval

for the 'range/beam accuracy analysis discussed below; the four

criteria, together, were sufficiently strict to provide the

necessary discrimination of "correct" from "false" reports.

U1 Reported Quality Level. It was expected to be of interest

to compare the quality judgments for "correct" target detection

reports with those for "false" reports, as an indicator of the

diagnostic value of the judgments in distinguishing valid

El targets.

Range and Beam Estimation Accuracy. For each correct

-report, the differences between the estimated range and beam

and the "true" range and beam of the injec,'ed target were

calculated to be used as additional performance measures.

Ping Number. Because latency of sonar contact reporting
is an operationally important variable (see "Results: Conse-

quences of Delayed Contact Reporting" in the previous chapter),

all sonar contact reports made during the experiment were -

identified by the ping number on which they occurred. (All

six-ping sequences which contained targets had target-plus-

background present for all six pings, but because a particular

sequence represented a realization of a normal random process--

with mean signal-to-noise ratio at the minimum detectable

level, and a standard deviation -f 3.5 db--the signal may in z
fact have been undetectable for several pings" therefore,

reporting latency must be considered across all sequences to

achieve a statistically meaningful latency measure which

combines operator, signal, and noise random processes.)

Iis-
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Results f
In this section, the effects of the independent experi-

mental variables are analyzed and described in relation to

each of the criterion variables in turn.

Effects on Number of Correct and False Reports. A three-

factor analysis of variance was calculated for the .uiber of

correct reports and the number of false reports, based upon

the 2 (levels of command attention) x 2 (FM or CW signal type)

x 4 (time blocks) within-subjects experimental design. A sum-

mary of the analysis of variance for correct reports is shown

in Table 3, and for false reports in Table 4. It can be seen

that for correct reports, "signal type" had a significant

main effect (p < 05) and the "'command attention" x "signal

type" interaction had a significant effect (p < .05), For

false reports, it can be seen that "command attention" had a

significant main effect (p < .01) and "signal type" had a sig-

nificant main effect (p < .01). "Time Blocks" had no statis-

tically significant effects in this experiment.

Figures 14 and 15 show the total numbers of correct and

false reports obtained in the experiment, respectively,

classified by the two independent variables revealed by the

analyses of variance to be significant: "command attention"

and "signal type." Figure 14 shows that there were more C" "

correct reports than FM correct reports (recall that equal

numbers of detection opportunities were presented for each

signal type), and that the "high" level of command attentio-i

resulted in a very slight decrease in the number of correct

FM reports, but a substantial increase in the number of cor-

rect C11 reports, compared to the "low" level of command at- 7

tention. This differen:ial effect of "command attention" on

FM and CW correct reports, of course, resulted in the signif-

icant "CA x ST" interaction shown in Table 3, but caused the

"CA" main effect to fall short of the statistical significance

criterion.
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Figure 13 shows that there were many more CW- false reports

than F! false reports, and that the "high" level of command

attention substantiail. reduced the numbers of both CW and FM

false reports, compared to the "low" level of command atten-

tion. Since the "high" level of command attention reduced both

CW and FM false reports, the "CA x ST" interaction was not

significant for false reports (Table 4).

Thus, _he "high" level of command attention resulted in

a significant irnrovement in detection Performance, compared

to the "low" level, by reducing FM false reports by 50% while

reducing FM correct reports by only 41; and by reducing CW

false reports by 31% while increasing CW correct reports by

20%. The differential effect b-- signal type is attributed to

the different psychophysical tasks presented by the FM and CW

portions of the display.

Effects on the Diagnostic Value of "Contact Quality"

Judgments. Figure 16 shows the distribution of correct and

false reports among the "contact quality" categories. (Recall

that a "quality" judgment was required for each contact report

the operators made.) It can be seen from the distribution of

all correct reports among the "quality" categories that the

most likely quality judgment for reports elicitrI by genuine

tar;et- was the highest level, "good,:" containing approximately

half of all correct reports made. The prcportions of correct

reports given lesser quality judgments decreased monotonically

with the decreasing "quality" descriptors.

On the other hand, it can be seen f-om the distribution

of all false reports among the "quality" categories that the

most likely quality judgment for reports elicited by the

noise/reverberation background was the second highest level,
"fair," conitaining approximately 40% of all false reports made.

Thus, the distributions shown in Figure 16 indicate that

the subjects' "contact quality" judgments had diagnostic value
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in discriminating correct from false reports. This diagnostic

potential may be examined more directly by considering the

proportion of all (i.e., correct plus false) reports in a

given quality category which proved to be correct. For ex-

ample, for the "low" level of command attention, there were

62 FM targets reported at the highest quality level ("good"),

46 of which were scored correct. Therefore, the prGportion

of correct reports for the specified conditions was 46/62 =

0.74. Figure 17 shows the proport-ions of reports in each

quality category which proved to be correct, by signal type,

reported contact quality, and level of command attention.

It can be seen from Figure 17 that, without exception,

the proportion of correct reports increased monotonically

uith increasing perceived quality levels. For example, for

FM reports made during the "low" comm 1 attention condition,

U 48% of the contacts judged to be of "marginal" quality proved

to be correct, 58% of the "fair" reporzs proved to be cor-

rect, and 74% of the "good" reports proved to be correct.

The. proportion of correct FM reports in each quality

category is seen to be greater in every case than the cor-

responding proportion of correct CW reports. This is the

result of more "strict" reporting criteria employed by the

operators for the FM display, an explanation substantiated

by the fact that, while equal numbers of FM and CW targets

were presented, fewer correct (and false) FM reports than

CIN reports were made during the experiment.

It can also be seen from Figure 17 that the "high" level

of command attention resulted in improved target discrimina-

tion performance in every contact quality category, for both

types of signals. For example, for FM targets in the "good"

category, the proportion of correct reports was increased

from 74% for the "low" level of command attention to 84% for

the "high" level. Similar iMprovements are seen in the other
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zU categories. This improvement in target discrimination perfor-

mance resulted from the employment of more "strict" reporting

JL1 criteria during the "high" command attention condition. Cen-

erally, (when "detection efficiency," or effective signal

detectability, is constant), the penalty paid for an improve-

ment in discrimination performance (which must be obtained

through a shift to a more "strict" or "cautious" reporting

criterion) is a decreased probability of detection, resulting

from thz consequent decrease in numbers of false and correct

reports. In this case, however, the increase in target dis-

crimination performance brought about by the "high" level of

command attention was accompanied by only a 4% decrease in

the number of correct FM reports, and by a 20' increase in

Lcorrect CW reports, compared to the "low" command attention

condition. Thus, it must be concluded that detection effi-

ciency, or effective signal detectability for the display-

operator system, was greater for the "high" level of command

[] attention than for the "low" level. This, of course, is a

very desirable result; it is considered in greater detail in

the section on "Signal Detection Theory Analysis."

Effeats on Range and Beam Estimation. Another indication

of improved performance during the "high" command attention

condition may be seen in Figure 18. This figure shows the

means of the absolute values of errors in estimating the range

to valid targets (i.e., n- 1ZIRtrue-Restimated1) for the two

levels of command attention. A significant decrease (z=3.3,

p < .001) in mean range estimation error was obtained for the

"high" level of command attention, compared to the "low" level,

representing a 19% improvement in target range estimation per-

formance. (Note that while these range estimation errors are

useful measures of performance between the two command atten-

tion conditions of this experiment, their actual values are

[1 not to be taken as estimates of AN/SQS-26 range accuracy,

since the sonarmen did not have the electronic range cursorInormally used for this purpose.)
77
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Li hhile range estimation was perforred on a continuous

scale from zero to 20,000 yards, target beam estimation was

a rather "coarse," discrete task offering only 12 response

possibilities. Mean absolute beam estimation accuracy during

the "lot," command attention condition was 0.71 bean, which

left little room for improvement. Mean absolute beam accuracy

during the "high" command attention condition was 0.70 beam,

not significantly different.

D stribution of Reports by Ping Number. Figure 19 shows

the distribution of all sonar contact reports by the ping

number (1-6) on which they were iade. There were rso meaning-

ful differences in this distribution by level of command

attention, signal type, or correct versus false reports. How-

ever, it should be noted that since each target sequence pre-

sented six "echoes" with uncorrelated, normally distributed

signal intensity probabilities, a single target sequence can

be regarded as a single realization of a six-variate un-
correlated normal probability distribution (with equal means

u MDL and equal standard deviations o=3.S db). Therefore,

the 48 target sequences do not represent a very large sample

(of a six-variate joint probability distribution) and do not

permit great precision in looking for differences in reporting

distributions by ping number. Thus, one cannot confidently

conclude from these data that there are none.

It can be seen from Figure 19 that, with one exception, V

the proportion of contact reports increased monotonically with

the ping number. Very few reports were made on the first and

second pings; the majority of reports (84%) occurred on pings

4, S, and 6. This result was expected, since multiple observa-

tions are an extremely important factor in sonar detection.

This fact is the p7:incipal reason for providing a memory-type

display, and its utilization is reflected in a survey of

SQS-26 operators, in ;.Fhich "echo consistency" (over multiple

observatiens) was the clue most frequently indicated to be of
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importance in target detection (Stern, 1971). Ne feel that

the sonar detection task is best modeled as a secuen'iaZ

anal VI task (see Nald, 1947; Birdsall and Rcberts, 1971),

in which additional observations nay be made if the evidence

at hand does not justify a detection report. This zodel

prescribes comparatively strict reporting criteria for deci-

sions based on few observations, becoming less strict as the

number of observations increases, as a result of the greater

statistical significance attached to likelihood estimates

based upon greater numbers of observations. Experimental

A confirmation of the use of reporting criteria by Zonar opera-

tors which vary with the number of observations has been

obtained for passive sonar (Harabedian et al., 1970) and

for active sonar (Rizy, 1972). The data shown in Figure 19

substantiate these findings.

The exception to monotonically increasing proportions

in Figure 19 occurs on ping 5, waich we suggest is owing to

its position as "next-to-last," and is thus an experimental

artifact. On ping 5, the sonarmen had a slight bias toward

taking that "last" look. If ping 6 were not "last," the

proportion of reports made oa ping 5 probably would not have

been anomalous.

Signal Detection Theory Analysis

The results presented in the last section were based
directly upon effects seen in the experiment criterion vari-

ables, without transformations of any kind. However, it is

also desirable to describe the results in terms of probability

of detection, p(D), probability of false report, p(FR), the

receiver operating characteristic (ROC), and the signal de- I

tection theory statistics d' and S. These descriptions do

require transformations of the direct experimental data, which

involve certain underlying assumptions. We will attempt to

clearly identify each of these assumptions as they are made,

i-
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so the reader may use the transformed data in a completely

informed way.

ProbabiZi t of Detection, p(D). An estimator of p(D) for

the stimuli employed in this experiment may be formed from theI ratio of the number of correct reports (for a given set of in-

dependent variables) to the number of detection opportunities

(for that set of variables). There were 24 sequences in which

an FM target was injected, and there were 18 operators, so

there were a total of 432 detection -,pportunities for FM tar-

gets for each level of command attention. Likewise, there

were 24 CM target sequences, sc there were 432 CN target de- a
tection opportunities. Thus, we may form estimates for p(D)

for the experiment froa the observed total numbers of correct

reports:

NUMBER

COMMAND SI ANAL CORRECT OPPOR-
ATTENTION TYPE REPORTS TUNITIES p(D)

Low FM 126 432 .29

High FM 121 432 .28

Low CW 164 432 .38

High CW 198 432 .46

It can be seen that p(D), for each condition, fell approxi-

mately in the range 0.3-0.5, indicating that, on the average,

the signals were in the "diffficult-to-detect" region which

was desired for this experiment. Since the stimuli were

designed to produce this level of performance, it should be

obvious that these p(D) estimates cannot be regarded as

evaluative of the operational performance of the AN/SQS-26

sonar, beyond the circular conclusion that about half of any p
signals at the "minimum detectable level" will be detected.

These p(D) estimates and the effects of the independent

variables on them are presented graphically in the section on
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11 the "receiver operating characteristic" which follows the
discussion of p(FR).

Probo. i £u o '" Fa-Zse Re or+, (R) An estimator ofoFR) ay be For-ed fron the ratio of the nunber of false

reports to the nu=ber of wau in Which -he -an , stir-
coul o t tre rts. latter tern is

easily defined ior experiments in which detection opportuni-

ties occur as discrete events on a simple display. in the

complex task of sonar detection, however, the nunber of false

response opportunities presented depends on nanv factors.

AH The Principal factors are discussed in turn as they ertain

to the sonar detection situation.

I . Characteristics of non-signal scurces in the
w ater which can give rise to contact reports:
this factor is of oL:ious importance in con-
sidering false reports. For simulated noise/

reverberation backgrounds, this factor is
defined by the characteristics of the noise
generating apparatus.

2. Volume of water searched, and the spatial res-
olution with which it is searched (as realized
at the sonar display): this factor deternines
the number of opportunities the non-signal
sources will have to mark the sonar display on
a single ping (assuming an isotropic distribu-
tion of these sources; otherwise, their dis-
tributien must LI tzlen into account) This
factor nay be specified in terms of the tine-
bandwidth product of the non-signal information
presented on the entire display during one ping.

3- Characteristics of the operator as a detector:
the first two factors deal with the detection
situation uv to s sonar display; the hunan,
however, is an integral part of the detection
process, and the human factor in this context
is as important as the other factors (but, un-
fortunately, much less well defined) in formu-
lating a model of the process. The "detection
strategy" employed by the sonar operator cer-
tainlv involves correlation of information
across severa 'ings, so 'hat a single mark on
the display can rarely be regarded as a "false
response" oypor!nity. This strategy may be
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considered in the context of the usual signal
detection node! as reducing the number of
opportunities calculated on the basis of in-
dividual pings, or it can be naturally ac-
commodated Th a sequential detection nodel.

The first two factors can, in principle, be accurately

specified (for an experinent) from the electronic character-

istics of the noiseireverberation source and the sonar set-

The human factor mentioned above, however, has never been

thoroughly investigated for complex displays, and is a

ubicuitous source of speculation wherever the calculation of

false response probabilities from experimental data are de-

sired. No objective neans exist to precisely define the

effective number of false response opportunities presented

in a san-machine detection systen with couplex displays, and

there are nearly as many assumptions regarding this number as

there are authors reporting experimental results. We intend

to make another such assuovtion here; and we caution the

reader who wishes to coupare p(FR) fo vc rzos e.peran: t to

c-srefully study each experimenter's "false response opportunity"

assumptions.

We have assumed that there were 100 opportunities (per

operator) for the noise/reverberation background in the 72

six-ping sequences to elicit false PM contact reports; and

100 opportunities for the 72 sequences to elicit false CW

contact reports. We justify the orde-r of aniue of these

assumptions in the following way: there were certainly tore

than 10 opportunities in the 72 sequences, since more than

10 false reports were made by soze subjects during each

session (for both displays); agd, fron our knowledge of the

noiseireverberation characteristics and the detection behavior

of the operators, we are convinced that there were fewer than

1000 opportunities for the non-signal information to stimulate

contact reports. However, we do not intend to defend the

number !!00" ov"er the number "SO," or "200"; by the sane token,
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we doubt that an- other stude.s or this siru aon will feel

In a Vosition to challenge the asszunptro- by a factor t.s r

U small. I
Based on these assumptions, there were a total ot 1800

false report oprortunities orer the 18 onera-rs for ach

signal type mA level of command attent=on" Thus, we may

calculate p(FR):

CO.MMD SIGNAL FALSE OPPOR-
ATTENT-I&ON TyrE RPOITS TUWCIT!ES p(FR)

Low E *7 isoo _O4 I

High FM 43 800 -.024

Low a 284 11

High CW i9s 1SOO -l0S

Eeceinpr Ozercati.c! D~si. ectect ion and false

response Probabi1ities are often jointly Plotted in a fonmat

knobn as the receiver operating characteristic" (RC-), with

p(D) on the ordinate and p(F) on the abscisss. The uroba-
S4- bi t - s calculated in this section fro e- experimental I

data are displayed in -he R fornat in Figure 20- The axes

in this firure are not linear in "nrobability." but they are

linear in the 'unit nornal deviates," or 'standard scores,"

corresponding to the zobabiiiries iadicated on the axes-

This property is useful because the usual signal detection I

theorv nodel assumes Gaussian equal-variance istributions i

of the results of observations under noise and signal-plu$-

noise conditios-. The ontcoee of this assuti on is that in

--he "noral-nornl" coordinate system or Fgure 20, the locus

of all operating points (i-e., pairs of probbiliries) ac-

cessible to a "receiving system" with a specific detection

efficiency, or "signal detectability," d', describes a

L straich-t --. paral' el to the "chance diagonal" shown in the

figure, which is the locus of the points p(D) = p(FR)- Each

-
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of the pints on a lane of constant sigal -eect-zbiiy cor-

responds to a specific Talne of the deztect'on citercr, .UThus, JAOaorng to-Iz: tnts -1 a chant-1e z-raraeao criterion
nust mve the system oPerating p o int ,c -- i to The chance

dO'iago nal; and a culange in eIZCctiWCe siemal' detectability must

nove the syst er opeating POiflt en c ar to the chamca
i diagonal (See Green and Swets, 3966, for 2 detailed enlana-

t tion of signal dftection theory n psychophysics.)

it can be seen fro Figure 20 that th-e "high" level of

comand attention moved the Ca orerating .oint away from the

operating point for the 'low" level ainost VerrenCen.-ar -1
to the cakse c:zron-_ in a direction of -nproved effective

signal detectability; and the displacement Gf the Fli operating

point had approximately equal conponents of perpendicular

movement, correspondi-mg to improved detectability, and parallel

S~movement corresponding to a change of reporting criterion i

the direction of increased "caution." Thus, in the context of
I the usual signal detection theory model, the principal effect

of the "high" level of comand attention was to n-_rove syaten
verfornmance by -improving detection efficiency.

This conclusion, however, does not depend upon the assump-

tion of the usual mathematical model of signal detection. Any

reasonable model of the detection process would have to attri-

' F bute improved detection efficiency to the effects of the "high"

level of command attention upon the operating points shown in

Figure 20, compared to the "low" level.

The Statistics d"s and "0." In the signal detection

model which assumes Gaussian equal-variance distribution; of

the results of observations, the measure of signal detect-

rability is the separation of the means of the noise-only and
L signal-plus-noise distributions (along the axis of the "test

statistic" random variable) in units of the common standard

I. deviation, and is almost universally denoted by the symbol

"d'." This parameter and the likelihood-ratio decision cri-

-terion, denoted by-the symbol "8," together completely specify

t h87
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p(D) and p(FR), through the mathematical procedures specified

by the nod-l. Conversely, if an experizent is thought to be

adequatnly described by this nodel, the enerinentally cbserved

p(D) and pf) may be used (through inverse atheatica' pro-

cedures) to derive d' and B for that detection situation.

.,z-.-..tctieis, d-' adeS ~zbe a_- fro=_ _-

tD~wouge rees -rccret be used

Solely .as aeserip-tie statistics, without an i --plied endorse-

sent of the appropriateness of the underlying mathenatical -

model. This eanirical use of d' and S as descriptire statis-

tics is both useful (in describing the joint effects of changes

in detection and false response probabilities) and very wide-

spread in the literature of detection experiments. It is in

this latter sense that we calculate d' and B for this ntxPeri-

sent, since, as we discussed in the first chanter, we doubt

that the sinple Gaussian equal-variance nodel is the nost

appropriate one for the sonar detection task.

A convenient table for calculating d' and a fron eneri-

nentally observed proportions p(D) and p(Fk) is given by

Hochhaus (1972), and was enployed to calculate the following

values:

COMMAND SIGNAL
ATTENTION TYPE d' B

Low FM 1.09 3-32

High FM 1.47 6.95

Low c 0.69 1.57

High CV1.13 2.1a,

It can be seen that, on the average, signal detectability was

greater for the FM signals than the CV; and that nore "strict"

reporting criteria (i.e., larger values of 8) were enployed

for FM signals than for CV. It is also seen that tt "higb"

level of connand attention brought about a 35% inprovenent in

FM signal detectability, and a 64% inprovenent in CV signal
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detectability, compared to performance at the "low" level.

The reporting criterion concomitantly increased by 109% inthe direction of "caution" for FM signals, and by 34% for

CW signals.

Relationship of Attitude Toward "False Contact Consequence"
to Numbers of False Reports Actually Made

In Chapter II we discussed the diversity with which

officers and sonar operators rank ordered the tactical scenar-

ios regarding false contact consequences. The questionnaire

portion of that survey instru~ient and the rank ordering task

with respect to false contact consequences were administered

to the sonar technicians who served as subjects in the detec-

tion experiment, to permit comparison of their responses to

those of the 219 men sampled in the survey. These tasks were

administered at the end of each operator's last experimental

session, via the instructions shown in Appendix G.
ii h z. f the operators to 'the questionnaire were

not significantly different from those obtained in the main

survey. They were also asked a supplemental question concern-

ing the similarity of the experimental stimuli to the A-scan

display of their own sonars. None of the operators indicated

that the stimuli were significantly different from the display

with which they were familiar.
The ranking task was administered to permit examination

of the potential relationship between attitudes toward false

contact consequences and actual false reporting behavior

during the detection experiment. The behavioral criterion

to be used in this comparison is obviously the number of false

reports made by each subject. The attitudinal criterion to be

compared with the number of false reports, however, is not so

evident. The attitude data for each operator consisted of the

rank order in which he placed the 17 scenarios in relation to

the consequences of false alarms; we wished to derive a single

descriptive statistic from these ranks, to be compared with
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the number of false -reports that the operator made. This m

statistic was derived for each operator by comparing his |

rank ordering of the scenarios with the rank ordering shown
in Figure 5, which was derived by scaling the rankings of

the 119 officers and sonar technicians in Group I who judged

false contact consequences to be worst for wartime scenarios.

The scenarios in Figure 5 have been assigned scale

values, derived by the variability judgment technique dis-

cussed in Chapter 2. The responses of a single individual, El
however, cannot be assigned scale values, because the scaling

technique depends upon variability in responses among several I
judges. Therefore, we could not use the scale values shown

in Figure 5 in any comparison to individual rankings per-

formed by the operators who participated in the experiment,

which contain only ordinal information. Consequently, we jjJ
determined the similarity of the rank order of the scenarios

shown in Figure 5 with the rankings performed by each of the

IS op-rators in the detection experiment, by calculating

Spearmzn's rank correlation coefficients.

Thus, we obtained an attitudinal criterion fc: each L

operator, which reflects a comparison of his attitudes toward

false contact consequences with the "'Group I" attitude (that '

false contact consequences are worst in wartime situations).

If the rank correlation coefficient calculated for an operator

were near +1.00, it would indicate that his rank ordering was

very close to that shown in Figure 5, and that he was probably

a "member" of Group I. If the rank correlation coefficient

were near -1.00, it would indicate that his rank ordering was

nearly opposite to that shown in Figure 5 (i.e., very close

to that shown in Figure 6), and that he was probably a "member"

of Group II, which judged false contact consequences to be

least severe during war. If the correlation coefficient were

near zero, it would indicate that there is little correspon- U
dence between his rank ordering and those of either Group I
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Lor Group II, placing him in the Group III attitude category.

The total number of false reports which each subject

I made during the "high" command attention condition is shown

5 in Figure 21 plotted against the corresponding rank correla-

* tion coefficient. Each point in this figure thus character-

izes an individual operator's false reporting behavior, and

- his "false contact consequence" attitudes.

It was found that amount of experience with the AN/SQS-26
L2sonar was an important factor in the distribution of points

in Figure 21. Two operators informed us that their primary

duties involved the maintenance of fire-control equipment,

and that they had no experience with the AN/SQS-26 A-scan dis-

play. These operators made very few false or correct reports

during the experiment, reflecting an atypically conservative

reporting behavior which was no doubt the result of their un-

familiarity with the stimuli. Therefore we discount the data

points in Figure 21 (denoted by the symbel "X") corresponding

to these operators. (The inclusion of these operators was
found to have negligible impact on the other results reported

in this chapter, so this is the only analysis from which they

were excluded.)

Of the remaining 16 operators (whose primary duties did

i involve operating the AN/SQS-26 sonar), 6 had less than a

year of experience with the sonar, and 10 had a year or more

of experience. Figure 21 shows that there was a tendency for

the less experienced operators, whose data points are indi-

cated by open circl>s, to make more false reports than the

more experienced group, whose data points are indicated by

closed circles.

The figure also reveals a tendency toward making fewer
, false reports by the operators who felt that wartime false
Ii contact consequences were worst (i.e., those operators toward

S - the right end of the scale). The dotted line in the figure
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i I
is a least-squares "best fit" to the data points for operators

with one or more years of experience with the sonar, and the I
Pearson correlation coefficient between the numbers of false

-0.92, which is a very significant value even for this small

number of operators (p < .001).* The data points for the less

experienced operators fall above this regression line (with

one exception).

These data support the expectation that those operators

who judged wartime false contact consequences to be worst would

make .1wer false reports during the "high" command attention

condition. We cannot regard these data as conclusive, however,

H because of the limited sample size, and particularly because I

4the sample (thiough the unfortunate medium of chance) clustered

M toward the right end of the -attitude" scale.

T"1

-i::)
E I

U.U

.l It is recognized that one operator who evidently considered
false alarms quite inconsequential contributed heavily to
this correlation.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

ilMany detailed conclusions have already been drawn in the
text of this report, in conjunction with the exposition of•
specific results. It is hoped that the reader will find in

these specific results cause for further conclusions, and

we hope that the many details which have been presented will

facilitate that use of the research results.

However, in this chapter we wish to step back from the -

myriad technical details of psychometrics, statistics, signal

detection theory, and so forth, to view the research in a

more comprehensive perspective. In the first sentence of the

[jfirst chapter of this report, we stated that "it is necessary

for the lIvy to make quantitative, detailed, and accurate

estimates of expectcd performance in a wide range of threat

situations, and particularly in accomplishing its potential

wartime missions."

We hope to accurately interpret, in zn integrated manner,

the implications of this research concerning the expected per-

formance of our destroyers in accomplishing their potential V

ASW missions.

Noise, Reverberation, and "False Contacts"

Most theoretical and laboratory studies of signal detec-

tion focus upon the task of differentiating a "signal-plus-

noise" condition from a "noise-alone" condition; indeed, this

task defines what is usually meant by "signal detection." An

extensive theoretical framework has been built around this

detection situation, and many experiments have been performed

involving the human as the "detector," laying a theoretical

ii and empirical foundation which has permitt d us to conduct a

meaningful sonar detection experiment, and analyze the sonar

9e g
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IH
-1 operator's detection behavior in response to operationally 1

important variables.

H

However, an extremely important practical distinction

exists between the "typical" laboratory detection task and

the actual active sonar detection situation. In the "pure"

detection task, performance is generally accompanied by

"valid" detections, stimulated by the "signal-plus-noise" WU
condition, and "false" detections, stimulated by the "noise

alone" condition. In any non-trivial detection task of this

type, the "noise" background will be a significant source of

false responses, and this potential for the noise to elicit

detection responses is crucial to the underlying mathematical

model of signal detection. In the sonar detection experiment

described in Chapter III, all false responses were stimulated

by the sonar noise/reverberation background, permitting the 

application of signal detection theory techniques to analyze F-

the influence of the independent variables upon sonar opera-

tors' -reporting b~ehavior, the determination of which was the [

sole objective of the experiment.
However, in the operational sonar detection situation,

Sthe noisel'reverberation background is an utterly insignificant
soUrce of "false" responses, compared with that unfortunately

I large class of objects which give riserto "false contacts."

"False contacts" produce real echoes, whose characteristicsI differ significantly from the noise background (and, often,
-i insignificantly from "valid" target echoes". The true noise

j and reverberation background is always uncorrelated over a

I time interval of several pings, and can therefore produce F
consistent marking of the sonar display at a given location

only with venishingly Small probability; the "false zontact,"]
-A however, persists, and is reported. Thus, the noise/reverbera-

tion background as a source of false reports leading to

seriousiy inappropriate tactical responses is one of the few h
iuzor problems which confront destroyer ASIL
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We are, of course, talking about the classification

problem. One cannot criticize signal detection theories or

L experiments for not dealing with classification (i.e., the

task of distinguishing one signal from another, rather than

signal-plus-noise from noise alone), since, by definition,

it is not in their domain to do so. By the same token, how-

ever, it is almost by definition impossible to meaningfully

discuss destroyer ASW without considering the classification

problem.U
"Classification continues to be the most pressing

problem in ASV." A Chief Sonar Technician whom
we interviewed.

"Classification continues to be the biggest
problem." A Destroyer ASW Officer.UF
"1 believe rapid classification is still the

L major problem in command and control in ASW."
A Destroyer Commanding Offtcer.

False Contacts: The High Threshold Solution

Without false contacts, of course, there would not be

any classification problem. The fact is, however, that the

f oceans containt many more "things" that look like submarines,

to a sonar, than there are submarines; and as we continue to

trade cue resolution longer ranges in our newer sonars,

these "things" look m i like submarines than ever before.

The peacetime solution to this high incidence of false tar-

gets is simple and well-known:

"When returning from a cruise, whether long or
short, it is common practice for sonar to get
the unofficial word 'NO CONTACTS.' If sonar
should report a contact during this time,
whether sub or not, sonarmen will not get a
'WELL DONE.' Hence, reporting during this
period is almost non-existent, unless the sub-
marine forces a report, by surfacing 1,000
yards away for example." A Chief Sonar Tech-
nician.

L
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"Although ASW is the primary mission of a
destroyer, I have found that the present-day
officers on the bridge have little or no in-
terest in the prosecution of a sonar contact,
be it possible, or non-sub, during any under-
way period, excep: an ASW exercise. ...Re-
marks like 'turn lour gain down, and it will_=

_- go away, ur 'we have something more important
to do' [account for decreased contact report-

ing]." Another Chief Sonar Technician.

This attitude from the bridge- has the effect of raising sonar's

reporting threshold to a high value--thcy re',ort contacts only

when very confident. However, it is not true that all officers

share this lack of interest in prosecuting contacts, or think

the "high threshold" solution to false contacts is a good one:

"In general, the practice has been to report
only if you are sure of a contact (especially
in a situation where you are being evaluated).
I believe the sonar team must be encouraged to
report immediately any contact, especially

with the advent of the sophisticated sonar in
use today. The need for immediate response I.

precludes the accumulation of 'pings' in order
to have a firm evaluation prior to reporting a
contact to ship control. The requirement for
sonar to report any and all contacts immediately
must be stressed in order for the unit to take
the necessary action to maintain and prosecute
a contact." A Destroyer Executive Officer.

"False contacts, in genbral, are not nearly the
problem that fewer, or no contacts are. I feel
that in most cases, low confidence contacts de-
serve more investigation than they customarily
receive." A Destroyer Commanding Officer.

"Aggressiveness cannot be sacrificed at the
expense of legitimacy. I don't feel the false
contact rate is so detrimental, as training and
practice are gained by initial classification.
Bridge watches should heed sonar more often.
The bridge is too often concerned about 'stick- A
ing out its neck.' The only way contacts can
be gained is by reporting and prosecuting."
A Destroyer Operations Officer.

Nonetheless, it is very apparent even from these comments

that the peacetime reporting threshold is a high threshold.
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The scaling of 17 peacetime, ASK exercise, an-' wartime sce-
narios b: our sample of 99 destroyer officers and 119 sonar

I technicians according to "certainty netessary £or reporting"
clearly indicates that much more confidence in a sonar con-

tact is requirad to elicit a report during peacetime non-ASK

operations (see Figure 3). We may also conclu--de, from the

results of the detection experiment, that -he typically "low"

level of command attention focused upon pe-acetinc sonar detec- jI tion Performance brings boct a decrement in detection effi-

ciency, or "effective signal detectbj1ity."

The consequence of this high threshoi?,. loi detection U

.ffficiencv node of operation is to screen out false 'and

valid) contacts at the lowest hieraichical leel, -eliaving

tbe rest of the team (CIC, 13, and conant 6f the burden

aid -he e=eience of the ASK decision-making process. In

time of war, however, that burden is going to sbift.

The Wartime Threshold: "Revort Evernthing"

"When you're in a tine of war--speaking for

-A myself, I would be scared as hell and probably
0 report more contacts...". An STC3 Sonar

Operator.

-"Obviously, more false contacts will! occur in
~wartime due to the fact that sonarnen will,

and should be, less reluctant to call and
classify a contact. ' A Destroyer ASK Officer.

"Will, and should be, less reluctant...": a predictive, and

a normative statement. We agree with both. The scaling of

scenarios with respect to "certainty necessary for reporting"

(Figure 3), shows the wartime scenarios to be in a class by

themselves--far removed from the other scenarios in the direc-

tion of a very "free" reporting threshold. Likewise, scaling

of the sane scenarios with respect to "missed contact conse-

quences" (Figure 4) and with respect to "consequences of de-

layed contact reporting" (Figure 10) indicates consequence

evaluations which will result in a very low reporting threshold.
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There isremarkable agreenent. between officers and sonar opera-

tors (and junior/senior Personnel, and LANTFLITIPACFLTgous -

in their resvonses to our interviews, and they indicate nucb

"freer" reportin- in tine of var.

We agree that the Vartie reporting threshold shld be

low _or the obvious reason th~at the detection/classifx,-ic2aion/

attack sequence nust be a group/hierarchical process with

naxinun inforn-ation flow to the tov, where, in tire of war,

the decision =ust be nade. There is no way, theoretically or

vract-cally, to nake opti=3l decisions by arbitrarily restrict-

ing infornation fflow fron the primary sensor, p articulrvi

the infornat ion-starved ASK environnent -

Of course, this is going to give rise to 2 consider1able

vroblen on the bridge.

The Dec-icion ProD Le=

Half the ncn i.n our survey sample who eszinated VartiMne

-'deepwater false contact raze expected =ore than 10 false con-U

t-acts per day-. Khat is the =4-nitude of the inplied decision

Problen? T1he reader raniliar with ASK xercise results -.av

detect the ring of unrealistic optinism in this coamanding

officerts conment:

-A 'If eoual action is assued _or each false
cazt.:cz, t*ere would be a VeryV S,_rTiCUS nrcoeZ.
1 an aSSUUinr, tb2t pr oper e-taluation by- tne
tea= will evaluate 90%4 or nore of the false
contacts as malze rcntacts and that cnly a
small nu: 5er will result in 4firin.- or leavlin"
the screez, etc." A Destroyer Commanding
Officer.

As this destroyer executive officer puts it:I "in a wartime situation, 1 would expect the
old probienz of expenditure of ordnance on
false contacts to repeat !tsell."

F
.he ttcld problem," however, is UOTC OfA _3 Poblen than eyer,

because Lecapons are greanzer in cost and fewer in nunber, and
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because the fast nuclear subnarane target forces the necessity

of 2uCh quicker response upon us, with an attendant higher

vrobability of attacking false targets, and lower probability

of detecting And attack-ng real ones.

"--And to nake the ASW decision problen more conlex and

unpreuxctable, we nave found that the decision nakers take

uj dely divergent views concerning f-se contacts. In rank-

ing the 17 scenarios according to consequences of false

2'contacts, 55% of th sample ("Group I") were very nuch in

agreement a-ong themselves in ranking the sartine false con-

tact consequences worst (Figure 5). On the other hand, 28'a

of the sanpe ("Group II") took a completely opposite view

t of false contact consequences, considering false conta E con-

secuences least severe during war (Figure 6). The Pearson

* '- correlation coernficient between the scenario scale values of

GTOUp I and Group if was .-nus 0.972--alnost perfect -iror

inages. Then, there is Group Itt--a group co-rising '7

V of the sanple, consisting of officers and onerators in anost

convLete disagreeaent anong thenseives, and rith respect to

the other groups, concening the consequences of false contacts-

It is likely that a oerson's views or false contact con-

Scuences will have an effect upon his decision-naking behavior.

a - .tfect %n our "conatct reporting threshold" sczle

dharn Group I and Croup 7i are independently plotted (Figure ;.

Those who feel false contacts are least significant during war

(i.e., Zroup 11) are seen ti advocte a greater change in

"reporting threshold" Lion neace to war than do the nembers

of Group I. Since each subject was required to rank the sce-
narios according to "reporting criterion"--i.e-, contidence

necessary to report--before he was required to rank then with

respect to false contact consequences, he nay not have ex-

plicitly taken into account his feelings toward false contacts

while responding on the forner scale. That is, the effect of

the Group l/Group ii differences on the "reporting threshold"

scale may be conservative.
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We also see a relationship between the false contact
consequence attitudes of the sonar operators who participated

in the detection experinent, and the nunbers of false reports F___

which they -ade (Figure 21). it is also probable that atti-

tudes will influence officers' decision-making perfornance.

Analysis of the survey data shows no way to predict

subjects' nenbership in Group I, II, or III fron the personal

data collected. No group had a nenbership which was charac-

teristically officer, enlisted, LANTFLT, PACFLT, "nore ex-

perienced," "less experienced," or conposed of connanding
officers. it follows that whatever influences the attitudes

of Groups I, II, and III have on decision-naking behavior in
ASK are now distributed unpredictably. (It is probable, how-

ever, that these variances cs.. be ainiRized through training

and procedural implenentatins_

In sunnaryr, it seens likely that at the onset of war,

the naturally large nunber of obj--s which can cause false

contacts, th-e greater wartine inclination for the sonarnen

to detect and report then, and the inexperience of the rest

of the team in dealing -ith then (and their heterogeneous

attitudcs tovard then) will constitute a very serious ASK

decision problem.

The Ea .b Statce

We have concluded that the Veacetine destroyer AS1 posture

"s often one of low connand attention, low d teCtion efficiency,

and of conParativelv "reluctant" schar contsct :uportng be-

havior; and we have concluded that at the onset of an ASK ar,

the pendulum will swing to the opposite extrene. The latter

condition, hovever, will necessarily be a transient state-

Sonar contact detection, reporting, prosecution, and attack VA

cannot long continue in a ranpant nanner; we will not be able

to "classify" every contact with a weapon. Historical evidence

indicates that after some period of tine, a tolerable rat! of __
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Sfalse to valid attacks will be achieved (Buchanan and Freilich,

I se1971). But, how will this "equilibrium state" be effected?

le fear that unless destrover officer personnel appreciate

the ASN problem in its fullest exteit, particularly including
the sonar operator's very difficult task, apparent co==nd

dissatisfaction with the "transient state" detection and clas-

PU sification perfo-mance will, intentionally or unintentiohally,

influence the sonay operator toward undesirably conservative

detection behavior. And it is a discouraging fact that very

nany destroyer conmandiag officers have been provided with

H very little ASW training or practical experience.

The equilibrium state must not be achieved by the strangu-

L lation of sensor inforeation at the sonar operator's level,

inadvertently or otherwise; it will ideally be achieved on

bozrd each destroyer through the inform d decisions of a coM-

petent, professional ASI tcarx. In order to attain this ideal,

it see-s that we must begin to treat surface ship AS" as the

demanding, highly technical, highly specizlized discipline

that it is, and begin to develoo significant numbers of Naval

officers who have been given the thorough training which that

discivine denands, as many of the other inDortant navies have

already done. A detailed diagnosis and prescription regarding

this -atter is given by Mackie (1972).

_n Lhe meantime, the -tse: rch reporteu here leaves us

with questions, as research usually df.es. loh v:2a the
decision-making behavior of todaj dstroyer oificer be in-

fluenced at the onset of ASN w"r, and hou, in teri, will he

influence the sonar operator's decision behavior, in passing

to the equilibrium state? We are presently seeking answers

to those questions.
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1. REFRESHER TRAINING

Your ship is undergoing refresher training at GITMO

just after having completed a three-month shipyard overhaul.

{i There are no other ships in company. Your ship is conduct- f

ing damage control and engineering exercises.

L-i

I -

2. UNIDENT

You are operating in the Sea of Japan (or in the Med.)

in company with an ASW group. Ships in company include a I-A

L CVS and 8 destroyers. One of the fixed-wing aircraft from A

the carrier has reported a disappearing radar contact 20

miles ahead of the task group. Helicopters have been dis-

patched from the aircraft carrier and are presently 
in the I

contact area. The helos are reporting intermittent sonar

contact. Your ship and one other destroyer have been de-

tached to proceed to the contact area.

A-!L
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3. WARTIME MERCHANT CONVOY

Your ship is one of six destroyers screening for a
SO-ship merchant convoy steaming in E nuclear defense dis-
position, transiting from Halifax, Nova Scotia to Glasgow,
Scotland. A state of war has existed between the NATO
countries and the Soviet alliance for a period of one
month. The convoy you are with is the third convoy to
make the west/east North Atlantic crossing since the begin-
ning of the war. The first convoy made the transit without
incident. The second convoy encountered light opposition,
losing four merchant ships. Intelligence reports indicate
that several Soviet submarines are operating in the North
Atlantic. Some of these submarines are known to be equipped
with cruise (anti-shipping) missiles. The range of these
missiles is about 30 miles.

U

4. REFRESHER TRAINING :

You are undergoing ASW refresher training in the GITMO n1b
op area. You have been operating with a submarine for the

past several hours but have not held contact for some time,

an hour or more.

A-2
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5. DEPLOYMENT TRANSIT

You are heading overseas at the beginning of what

will be a 7-month deployment. Ships in conpany include an

aircraft carrier, an oiler, and three other destroyers.

There are no known submarines operating in the area.I

6. ANNUAL COMIPETITIVE EXERCISE

You are conducting your annual competitive exercise

for the ASW-E. You are in company with two other destroyers,

two helicopters, and two fixed-wing aircraft. At the be-

ginning of the exercise, there is a submarine positioned at

a point 12 miles ahead of the destroyers. At COMEX, the

submarine submerged and is making an approach on the des-

troyers. In order to pass the exercise, the destroyers

must detect and successfully attack the submarine.

I _ A-3
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7. OPPOSED SORTIE EXERCISE

You are getting underway from your home port to partici-

pate in a major fleet exercise. You know that your sortie

will be opposed by at least two submarines. Your ship's U i

assignment is to clear the harbor, proceed to a previously

assigned patrol area, and to search that area until the other uI

exercise units have cleared the harbor. Once the other units

have cleared the harbor, you will frm a screen around them

and proceed tc sea. Your job is to prevent the "enemy" l

submarine from obtaining a firing position on the screened

units.

8. STEAMING AT NIGHT IN A LOCAL OP AREA

You are standing the midwatch on a ship steaming inde-

pendently in a local op area. You have spent the week at

sea conducting gunnery and seamanship exercises and will be

conducting a gunnery exercise in the morning prior to re- U

turning to port. i

A-4r i i



9. WARTIME STRIKE OPERATIONS

A state of war exists between the U. S. and Communist
China. You are steaming in company with a fast carrier
strike group operating in EMCON, Condition 2 (no electronic
emissions other than sonar). The mission of your task group
is to conduct a surprise raid on China's coastal defenses.
No enemy activity has been reported on the task group's ECM
equipment and airborne.early warning aircraft operating in
advance of the task group have not reported any enemy activ-
ity. The probability is that your task group has not yet
been detected by the enemy. Your task group is now in a
position 200 miles east of the northern tip of Luzon, pro-

ceeding toward the Chinese mainland. There have been no
reports of enemy submarine activity in this part of the
Pacific for the past several days.

tt 10. UNIDENT }:

You are in port overseas when word is received that an

unidentified submarine has been sighted operating in the

vicinity. Your ship and one other destroyer get underway

to investigate. The original sighting was made by a U. S.

patrol aircraft and the DATUM is considered accurate to

within 2 miles. The contact was held by the aircraft for

S minutes and then lost and not regained. You arrive on the

scene 30 miles from the port 4 hours after the contact was

originally reported.
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11. WARTIME SCREENING FOR AN AMPHIBIOUS TASK GROUP

Your ship is one of 12 destroyers screening for a fast

aupnibious task group. In addition to the amphibious forces
present, your movement group is being supported by a CVA

and a CVS. The CVA and CVS are operating in a support posi-

tion 50 miles on the flank of the amphibious group. The i
mission of your task force is to effect a landing on mainland
China. Although a state of war has existed between the U. S.
and Red China for a period of 2 months, the Soviet Union has U
remained neutral. However, the Soviet Union has threatened

to enter the war if the U. S. should attempt a landing on
mainland China. Present position of your task group is 200
miles east of Okinawa headed toward mainland China.

Ii

ii

12. STEAMING IN A LOCAL OP AREA,
ACTING AS A NIGHT PLANE GUARD
DURING CARRIER AIR OPERATIONS

Ships in company are the aircraft carrier and one

other destroyer. There are no 'nown submarines operating in

the area.
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J13. CONDITION III, STEAMING OVERSEAS

You are steaming in Condition III in the Mediterranean.

You are in company with a CVA, and three other destroyers.

There have been several recent reports of UNIDENTS in the

area during the last month, and at least two Soviet sub-

marines are known to be operating somewhere in the Med. at

-jthe present time.

You are operating in a large mid-ocean area in company

- with a task group consistirg of an attack aircraft carrier

Li

and 5 other destroyers. There is also an "enemy" submarine

participating in the exercise. The general nature of the

exercise is to gather daza on the ability of -he screening

ships to prevent -he submarine from making a screen penetra-

tion and obtaining a firing position on the carrier. You

know that the submarine will attempt to penetrate the screen

~sonetime during the next 4 hours.

ii

A-7
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15. ASW TYPE TRAINING

Youoare conducting ASW type training in a local op [
area. Other units in company include a destroyer, two

fixed-wing aircraft, and tuo helicopters. At the beginning U
of the exercise, a submarine was positioned on the surface 10

miles ahead. At COMEX, the submarine submerged. You are U
now attempting to close the target, gain contact, and conduct

an attack on him.

16. WARTIME HUNTER KILLER OFERATIONS

Your destroyer is one of 8 destroyers operating with a

CVS as a hunter killer group. Your mission is to operate in

the general area of North Atlantic shipping lanes and to seek

out and destroy enemy submarines. Although your task group

has been credited with sinking 4 eneny subnarines in the last

5 days, all of these sinkings have been the result of the

action of the air group embarked on the carrier. None of the H

- - destroyers in company have reported any sonar contacts.

A-$ -4 4 r_
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INTRODUCTION

FACTORS IN SONAR TARGET DETECTION/REPORTiNG

IAs you no doubt know, the Ckief of Naval Operations re-
gards ASW readiness/effectiveness infornation as highly
important, and considerable effort has been expended to ob-
tain such information through ASW exercises. Therefore,4CNO/DOD planners also wish to know how such exercise data

can be best related to the e-trected perfornance of our ASW
forces during non-exercise situations. Human Factors Research,
Inc., is under contract to the Navy to investigate certain
aspects of this question. In order to do this, we wish to
obtain your judgnents (and those of several hundred other
fleet ASW personnel) concerning various operational situations.

To obtain the desired information, we will ask you to
rank order a set of scenarios (printed on cards) according to
the first instruction sheet. To do this, you =an spread the
cards out in front of you and arrange then in a single

colunn--but you will probably find it -ore convenient to
actually form three shorter colunns side-by-side, so you can

easily see all of the cards. When you are satisfied with a
particular ordering of the cards, please write the card nun-
bers in the boxes on the reverse side of the instruction
sheet, and ask for the next inszzzetion sheet.

Please feel free to perform these rankings in a way
which will reflect vour own oinion. Or report to the Navy
will be in terms of trends and averages; only our company re-
search staff will see the actual questionnaires and answer
sheets.

Before you begin the first ranking, please complete the
biographical questionnaire on the other side of this page.

B-
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Rank/Rate Length of Service Yrs. Mos.

I LijPresent Billet/Responsibilities
__How Long? Yrs. Mos.

Ij
Educational Level--Highest Grade in School:

7 8 9 10 11 College Degree? [] Yes [] No

12 13 14 15 16 Graduate Study? Yrs.

Navy Schools Related to ASW_

Area of Specialization in the Navy

Previous ASW Billets
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(SONAR OPERATOR'S VERSION)

SONAR CONTACT REPORTING

For the purposes of this part, please imagine that you

are standing a scnar watch aboard your .hip, that you are di-

rectly operating and observing your sonar, and that you and

you alone will make the decision to report sonar detections to

the bridge. Your certainty of a contact depends on many things,

such as echo quality, consistency, strength, and so on, and you

can be more sure of some contacts than others. If you were to

01 see/hear a very strong echo which showed obvious submarine tar-

get cues or characteristics, you could report "possible sub"?

to the bridge with little doubt or uncertainty concerning the

171 contact. On the other hand, if you were to see/hear an "echo"
which was very weak, inconsistent, and lacking in cues, you

might not be sure that you actually have a contact. Your

decision to report such a questionable "contact" to the bridge

might depend upon the operational situation--for example, you

might be more likely to report such contacts during wartime

ASW operations than you would in non-ASW peacetime situations.

Please carefully read and consider each of the situations

described on the cards, and place the cards in rank order in

front of you so that the situation in which YOU FEEL YOU

WOULDN'T NEED TO BE VERY SURE OF A CONTACT TO REPORT "POSSIBLE 1 -
SUB" TO THE BRIDGE is at the top, downward situation-by-

situation, to the situation for which YOU WOULD WANT TO BE

PRETTY SURE OF A CONTACT TO REPORT. After you have done this,

please write the card numbers in the boxes on the other side

of this page in the order you have placed the cards.

B-3
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SONAR CONTACT REPORTING f
"I WOULDN'T HAVE TO BE VERY F
SURE OF A CONTACT TO REPORT"
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II (OFFICER'S VERSION)

SONAR CONTACT REPORTING L

Di
For the purposes of this part, please imagine that you

are at sea. Sonar's certainty of a contact depends on many

1 things, such as echo quality, consistency, strength, and so

on, and they can be more sure of some contacts than others.

ji If they were ti see/hear a very strong echo which showed

obvious submarine target cues or characteristics, they could

report "pcssible sub" to the bridge with little doubt or

uncertainty concerning the contact. On the other hand, if

they were to see/hear an "echo" which was very weak, incon-

sistent, an? lacking in cues, they might not be sure they

actually have a contact, You may feel that their decision

to report such a questionable "contact" to the bridge could

v depend upon the operational situation--for example, they

L might be more likely to report such contacts during wartime

[i ASW operations than they would in non-ASW peacetime situations.

Please carefully read and consider each of the situations V

described on the cards, and place the cards in rank order in

front of you according to your opinion of how sonar should

I report, so that the situation in which YOU FEEL SONAR NEED

NOT 8E VERY SURE OF A COTAC TO REPORT "POSSIBLE UB" TO THE

ShBBRIDGE is at the top, downward situation-by-situation, to the
1 situation for which YOU FEEL THEY SEOU;D BE PRETTY SURE OF A

I CONTACT TO REPORT. After you have done this, please write the

card numbers in the boxes on the otier side of this page in

the order you have placed the cards.

AB-S
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THEY NEED NOT BE VERY SY'RF
OF A CON TACT TO REPORT
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(SONAR OPERATOR'S VERSION)

II CONSEQUENCES OF YIISSED CONTACTS

For the purposes of this part, p±~ase imnagine that you

are the sonar operator and taa"cntact" briefly caught

- your attention, but was so weak, intermittent, and lacking

in cues that you had little confidence that it actually was

H a contact and did not report it to the bridge as "possible

submar ine." At least part of the time, such contacts could

actually be caused by submarines. if it ;cre actually a sub-

U- marine, it is a missed contact situation, which can have a

variety of cons-quences. Your ship may lose points during an

exercise, in time of war your ship or those in company may be

j p torpedoed, the submarine may move cut of range and never re-
aperwth its existence remaining unknown, and so on. The

LI exact consequences of a Pissed contact -ay be different for

I different people, and nay depend upon the particular operational

_situation. Please i'Maaine that yo;."-ve j.ct.a-tu cissed a

Co.tact. Carefully consider what the consequences of a missed

contact might b- as you see hnfror eachl of the operational

situations described on the cards, and nlace the cards in rank

| order in front of you so that the situation whose missed con-

- tact conseoue,,ces are MOST c7V:-.T, AOST iFS' -, ' KF and/or

fT.MO T ZIIPLEASA-*h-tc you is-, at the ton.- down:.-ard situation-by-
situation co that whose missed contact consequences are LEAST

r SEVERE, LEAST U'IIDE$IRA 3-E, and/or LE..ST 'PL LASAUT?. After you

j have done this, please write the card numbers in the boxes on

the other side cf this page in the order you have placed the

,C cards.

O-M 124
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(OFFICER'S VERSION)

SCONS:,.NCES OF MISSED CO'NTACTS

For the purposes of this part, please imagine that you

are at sea a-.d that a :"cotact" brie flv caueht the attention

of sonar, but was so weak, intermittent, an:- cking in cues

that the had little confidence that it actual : :as a contact

and did not report it to the bridge as "possible submarine."

At least part of the time, such contacts could actually be

caused by submarines. if it were actually a submarine, it

B is a missed contact situation, which can have a variety of

Uconsequences. Your ship may lose points during an exercise,
in tine of war your shin or those in company may be tornedoed,

- the subnarine mar move out of range and never reanpear, w ith

its existence remaining unknown, and so on. The exact con-

sequences of a missed contact may be different for different

people, and may depend upon the psrticular operativnal situa-

tion. Please iaiethat sonar Ras acctuali# nissed a con-

tcct. Carefully consider what the consequences of a mis-ed

contact fight be as you see them for each of the operational

situations described on thle cards, and place the cards in rank

order in front of you so that the situation -hose Missed A

contact conseauences are A"!CST SEVERE, 3902 and :or I A

O.T U :L .ASA.; to you is at the top, dow-niard situation-by-

ji situation to that whose missed contact consequences are L-SAST

SE, LEAST UDtZ.sir"' and/or T After you

have done this, please write the card numbers in the boxes on

the other side of this page in the order you have placed .The

cards.

B-9
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bal coNsco-4FM~Crr OF FALSE CONT-ACT s

Ell VorT the_ mjrDo~se of this Danrt, neease ia,3tn vh t

Iara tao sonar o-e-rator acd that you "nave reno r t e a contact to

Itn-e, a contact reportedz as "posslible sub" turns out- La be

non-suo~arzne This sit-ua-tion Constitutes afalIse Contact,
4 ~and can hare a- variety of conscuences - Fue nlo icenons

nayr be exp._lend, the shnip n-ay leave a pos:tion Il a scr-ce

unguarded, th- shin's captain may have To N- awake-no and

so on. Ijl~o exa-ct oonseoucaces of a Fai Ca contact nay be

d ifferent for diff2.erent people, and a ay d end unon the

P articular operional situati;on- ~rrz zc netz7 htZoU

h aV a - -U C '117 0e' a ltecoitc;.C u 1V Cons,, icer

what the consecquences of recrin a falIS e c ontact nmight be

as- :;2 see- trhc- for' eac 21 ;of thne onraticonan- slitzua-tion-s

oc sc r b ed o n Uz cards. and place the CaZrd in ran order In

front of Wyou so th-a: thl-e situation whose Z-L= rr" -_IT- co sz-

j UtflrE 5e~i D C05f SEZAZ,7 WflY 2 r~--'sr

p~~ rA-7 T' Y -onn, do.m,2 naUkar;.

Ito t'ha-t 124hose Fa IuSE CSrC: -F=;&;s s X!~s

-. - lfz - - =- -

d-one this, ol'casc writ_- the carj nu3Szers I-lthe boxes onz the

outser Cmieb rt - s nge the tsrOdat- ~uI 2 Ce t Zr

-3
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(OrFcR's 'VERSIONO

I-
-o he nurnoses of this pactr, piease i=agine that you

are at sea and that sonar has recortedl a contact to the

bridge as "paossible subnarine2'_ At Least Dart of thfe tiac

a contact reported as "pos-sible sub" turns outt to be non-

suhnarine. m1-is situation constitute s a flecontact, and

can nave a ru aietr of conse-aucnces - Fuel anld/or ifeanons

ra be expended, the sajo nav lcavc a pos-tjcn in a screen

u-gadd the shi;'ps captain Pay -have to be awakened, and

soC on The exanct consecuences or a fcalse contact =2y be

cifrent for di fferent people, and may depndn. upon the

flr.l-- o- -_~92 I.r z tCO u

cc a:c~ircsre 'fIse costa. Crfully consider

neL. consequeInces of a La is contaci' might -e azyu e

S foCach- of the onerational situations descri;bed on the

care-TsS, and niace the cards in ra~order in, froant of you so

Whs -- -E WJVI BE-

MOT )57UNES3~Sand/'or goDsy Y5?L14SAeis at

tac~~~~~~ ~~~ tof, Cangsra~nb-iu:o ota hs FALSE

CQ~C i L~ LZASr S rE. 7.EEAST JUS~rza

Zm /o LSzrtr- fter you have done thisplas

vrrte tue care, rrrbers in t.z-e boxecs on thec other side of this

vage n th-e order You hare placed the cards.

JL3=
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U U11

LIKEL-11:1.009 01 KN. CONTACT

II The likelihood of actually--kr- - contact with a submarine

varies from situation-to-situation. Please carefully consider

IoIeach ofL the situations described on the cart-s, and place the

cards in rank order in front of you so that the situation you U

j .zdge MOSr LIKELY T0 RESULT iI SUBMIRI-E O.C DUING LE

SOR A H is at the top, downward situation-by-situation to

that LEA-ST I-- ""70 RESUL I SUBMARF" E CCTACT D..R.,IG ONE

SONAR WA4TCH. After you have done this, please write the card

numbers in the boxes on the other side of this page in the

order you have placed the cards.

Ri
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~LRER jISNS!"TEHi[ tA qUick detection and repurt to the bridgec !-a be :;-.ore

tmr3PrZLI in some situation-, han 11n o t-h rs. Please zarefullv

considor each or th-le SitU.at..os describcd oil clh cards and

place the cards in rank orde-- iii fro-it of- you so that the

s situa t ion f or whi1chI LLA YICO.'2IA: I 1"PORT!. WOLLD BI WO RST

FLJi at the top, downw~ard situation-by-situation to that for-

V Aiich DE'LAYI?' CO7t"h'AC REPORI?7 WOULD 3E' LEIST IRAD. A\fter

..ou have done this, please wri te the card nuui)e-s in the boxes

on the 3thor side of this pag0,e in. the order you hsa-ve placed

F, the cards.
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Ul1ISII' ONNjA I R11

q: TE~''z ~jab AT &S

A2X ELA .5 'L C .. .

1.During Prcsent-t..zy non:-". c e ic s for
I exaple', noacetiie trinsit-rg, no--AS',. refresher

~~ Li -rain nd oo) .*1 do you- feel sonar opera-

* __a . Reipcrt feuwer false contacts than tflev .io
now even though, it rneans increased dolay
in reporting.

jjjb. Continue present reporting practice:;.

* -c. Report contacts more quickly than they do
~jr; ow eve-n though it raeans -riore -false con-tIJ tacts.

1 .During Drcasent'-day' Ao--W exercise situatio;n, hc do
I i you feel sonar i~perators snuddo?

a. Repeort f ewer false con%.c thnthyd
Inowz. even thcIlli jt mzeans increased delay

___b. Cont[Inue present 'reporting practIces.

c.Report contacts -iore quickly thin thfey do
now ex'ea Lnou--h it ineans moere false con-
tacts.

I'J3. Which have vou found to bIe true?

___a. Manv irore false contacts are repo. -~d d
~na A~h' exerc-i se th±an durine non-,
peactimeopera tions.

-A feve mocre fals<e zontacts are revorted
during. AS!,. axerc'ses th21an during nrin-
ASh' peace-tinie cnerations.

c. About the sare num-ber of' false conz:lcts
i re reirorted durinC ASi* exercises and

d. Fewer false contacts ar-eported duringSASW exercises -than durino non-ASW Peace-
tine operations. t

Ho 4.c of a probAlea Uo youi think false contacts would

a. Very serious p--o blemn.

L b. Serious problemi.

Moert prblm
d . nsigifianit prclem

IA
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5. At the present ti~me, how well do you think the bridge -
can judge the degree of certainty .hich sonar has about [
an initial contact?

a. Very accurately.

___b. Accurately. !
c. Not very accurately.

d. Not at all. L =

6. How useful do you think knourledge of sonar's confidence
or certainty concerning an initial contact would be in !I
decision making on the bridge during a war involving
ASi;'? ,

a. Very useful.

b. Moderately useful.

c. Of little use. Ii
d. Of no use.

7. From uour own experience during present-day ASIV exercises,wlhat do you feel is a typical false contact rate

a. in coastal/shallow water? Ui
_ _ _ per

number of false unit of time
contacts

b. in mid-ocean/deep water?

_ _---_ _ _ _ per __ _

number of false unit of time
ccntacts

8. 1n the event of war involving ASIV, what do you feel atypical false contact rate might be

a. in coastal/shallow water?

per _ _ _ _

number of' fai-sc un j ,7=~e

b. in rid-ocean/deep water? I
conta Ct 1-i _

ni-mbey-i of n.tX
- tia-

S-
1&7i
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Fa; You are being asked to view -mer of photographic

Is!4d-= o' an A:;SQS-76CX A-scan oispl-.y-3 jug ctheS any sIgas apaeon the jisplsy that you wzuld report

not kngaaperdow excty wmn otcsae

ea. Tohe judgcne fooin thsw hatyo ol whett theelc

tronc Onr--ion ,Z the SQS- 26 Asnar is v.-A.1 haesto f6pom
I~~~h hit,:y _ndrte tsig-strg'ndad~fe displaysvr _

-a th e~n is krcesn Yeach ;,out
-r~~e sde-babout ceontttes eotbecntwt

these ~ di~ seunes0 slides, orhw aywoli eote.-hfo, shwe

no-S O~l ai..I --at sea. IC

Please fafe stos hepr sulis a ± way uhich onflec .h

wa I uud reort aboar ourn~ spYo tacpnnt the nce

-out.S kout L-he SS16.-sa.display hsa6pr

eractheorzts of the firMstn Cr.i -c dte sCnd_ ping. eah he



third slide shows the results of Dings 1, 2, and 3; the fourth LiJ
slide shows Pings 1, 2, 3, and 4; the fifth slide shows pings

1, 2, 3, 4, aind S; and the sixth (last) slide of a sequenceA

shAows the result, of pinigs J, 2, 3. 4, 5, and 6. Each andIevery 6-slide sequence progressively shows the results of 6
~ c.nseciative sonar pings which occurred one right after the

w other. However,; -the various scoaiences were obtained at dif-
ferent tines, and the-re nay be no relationship betuween what

you sec in one sequence and what you see in another. But

wihnany given sequence, the pinga history develops just as

_it diJ:d on the sonar display.

Your s.lide projector will automatically show you the

nmext" slide every 25 seconds. Therefore. you will be able

to look at each slide for Z5 seconds before seeing the next;

=C ia t is, you will be able to look at the results of a given I

ping (and any prior pings which were stored on the display) U

for 25 seconds before seeing the results of the nzext ping.

This is somewhat faster than you would be able to view suc-

cessive pDines at the sonar (teA-zone start. was always at

SO--- ra-11ge from owtin-ship, and you will be looking at a 20 Ky d
zone width) but you should have ample time to scan the display

after every ping.

Each slide you will see has a four-digit number in the

loWer right-hand cornei which will Dernit You to tell which

pins.- of which seourrnce it shows. The first trio digits
identify the "sequence"; the last two digi-ts identify the t
Wiping nu'r." A-s you view successive slides, you will see

the nm-imi , s develop in the folllowing way:

SLIDE XW.MIRS 11-IAT YOU S;-;E, IN 'IE SLIDE

0101 sequence 1, ping I .

0103 sequtence 1, pang~s 1, 2, ~3

0 104 sequencoc 1, pings 1, 2, 3, 4

D-2
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SLIDE NUM4BERS MHIAT YOU SEE IN THE- SLIDE

010Sseqenc 1, ing 1.-7, , 4 &[
0106 sequence 1, pings 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6

0106 sequence 1, pings 1, 234,5 6

2901 sequence 29, ping 1

29102 sequence 29, pings 1 2

etc.* etc.

You will view a total of 72 sequences, each containing 6 con-

secutive pings. Since it takes 25 seconds per slide, the

total viewing time will be 3 hours. How.ever, you will have

3 five-minuate breaks, one every 413 minutes.

Contact Reporting Procedure

'2To permit you to report contacts, you will have a cont.actt

reportll;ng push button which, when you push it, will record the

p ing number on which you repcrted. In addition, you will have

a nunber of contact revorting sheets to permit you to record
the approximate range and bearing of each- contact you report L

with the push button. The detailed reporting procedure is as

follows.

Freach sequence, carefully search the display for pos-

sbecontacts as the slides are presented to you. If, for
eape somethn catches your attention on the 2nd ping of

tesequence which you feel you would report as a "possible
sub" contact on your ship, push yjour contact reportina bu-Sctn

and then imediately write in the first line of the "RlEPORTS"

__block of the contact reporting sheet the -fo!llowing information:

11. In the first column1, labeled "SEQ/P! %G NUMBER",
icrite the number of the slide (seen in the
lower~r right corner) rauriv_- which~ youi pushed the
b utton.

D-3.
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Fri 2. Place a check: in the F4 or CW colums or both
to indicate whether you see the contact i the
left 12 beams (FM) or right 12 bea s (C.) or
both.

3. Estimate which of the 12 beams the contact
appears to be in and write this bean number IF
in the colu=i labeled ":VPPROX BEAM NO.".
The beam numbers on your viewing screen will
aid you.

4. Estimate the range of the contact from the
start of the 20 Kyd A-zone in Kyds and write

f-- this range in the column labeled "APPROX
MANGE Kvds". The range numbers on your view-
ing screen will aid you.

5. If you can determine wether the contact has
an opening range rate, no range rate, orclosing range rate at!. zthe t-_rme Y-ou repoz-t,
place an appropriate check in one of the

last three columns of the reporting block.
Naturally, to do this you will have to be

I viewing at least 2 contact echoes at the time
you report. If you are not, make no entry in
these columns.

To continue the example, you might feel you would no-

report the "sormething" which caught your attention on ping 2

without further evidence . In that case, simnly wait for ad-

ditional pings to =cne into view. Report on the vi.nc 'mrer

which yr. feel, disptazys enough evidence ha-Lt -oz Vouzd -. -

that contaelt as "poszibZe sub" to tie 5ridae of vo.r sh P

durino routine no.-ASY operatons at sea. Do not report

earlier in the sequence than this, and do not report Zater

in the sequence than this. If on ping 6 of a sequence you -

still do not see enughl evidence cf a contact, do not report -

at all.
Once voa -e reported a given contact in a sequence,

you should not rPOrt it again in that sequence, -HowevCr,

it is possible that after making, a contact e-ort in a

giver, secuence you w-ill- see a .- tkr_ contact, in the saEe s-

. querlce. which you ice would be rcalorre, aso. In that case,

146



push your contact reporting button again and imediately record

the sequence/ping number and the range, beari ng, ctc., informa-

tioi for the 2nd contact on your contact reporting sheet, on

the line below that used for reporting the 1st contact. Every

time you push the conzact button, you should make an entry on
a line of the contact reporting sheet.

If you have made a report during any sequence, place an

appropriate check in Block Ii of your contact reporting sleet,

labeled "CONTACT QUALITY, 1st Target," during the last ping of

that sequence, when you can see all 6 pings. This will permit

you to say whether the reported contact is a "good," "fair," or
! :'marginal" contact after seeing all six pings; or perhaps you

would feel the reported contact turned out to be "not a con-
tact," but noise or reverberation marks, in which case you can

check that block. If you ho.e made 2 reports during a sequence,

be sure to place a check ii, Block III of your contact reporting

sheet also, labeled "CONTACT QUALITY, 2nd Target." If you have

made more than 2 reports during a given sequence, you should

comment on the 3rd and subsequent repcrts in Block IV of your

contact reporti*kng sheet, labeled "CO..NENTS." Any additional

information on reports 1 ai.d 2 may also be placed in this
block if you desire.

If you have made any contact reports during a given se-

quence, you should have entries in Blocks, I, II, and possibly

III and IV on your reporting sheet by the end of that sequence.

At the beginning of tze next seque..ce, turn to the nez contact

reporting sheet. Each contact reporting sheet whii is used

should contain information concerning ore and only ping se-

qu011ne. You do not have to use a c.ontact reporting sheet

punless you have made one or more contact reports during a se-

quence, and it is very unlikely tha-t you 'J.!1 see reportable
contacts in all the sequences. But, whei, you do make a r'port

and use a contact reporting sheet, he sure to turn to a new

one for the next sequence in which ,,ou wish to report.
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Because we want your own judgment concerning contact i_

reporting, we as., you to refrain from discussions w'ith other

sonarmen participating today, until yo, all have completed

the task. Your cooperation in this task is greatly appre-

ciated. If you hav? any ouestions concerning these proce-

dures, please feel free to ask the repyesentative in tharge

of the apparatus.
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1 REPORTS--I.ake entry for every reported co-fact of a sequence.

APPRIX. .0PE.-, G 1.11, c'0s .1
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SCENARIO RANKING & QUESTIONNAIPE

Please write your NAME: __ __

On tha instruction sheet (which is the next page),

we ask you to rank order a _';t of scenarios (printed on cards).

To do this, you can spread the cards out in front of you and

Vj arrange them in a single column--but you will probably find

it more convenient to actually fcrm three shorter columns

L!"U side-by-side, so you can easily see all of the cards. When

you are satisfied with a particular ordering of the cards,

I please write the card numbers in the boxes on the reverse

r side of the instruction sheet. Then please answer the

ouestions on the front and back of the last page, which is

-L I
the queationnaire.

E
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INSTRUCTION SHEET
t

CONSEQUENCES OF FALSE CONTACTS

For the ptirposes of this part, please imagine that you

are the sonar operator and that you have reported a contact to L

the bridge as "possible submarine." At least part o the

time, a contact reported as "possible sub" turns out to be

non-submarine. This situation constitutes a false contact,

and can have a variety of consequences. Fuel and/or weapons

may be expended, the ship may leave a position in a screen

unguarded, the ship's captain may have to be awakened, and

so on. The exact consequences of a false contact may be i

different for different people, and may depend upon the

particular operational situation. PZease =: ,zne that, you

have actuaZy reported a false contact. Carefully consider _

what the consequences of reporting a false contact might be

as you see them for each of the ope-.ational situations H
described on the cards, and place the cards in rank order in

front of you so that the situation whose FALSE CON;TACT CONS2- 7-

QUEIICES IOULD BE MOST SEVERE, MOST UNDESIRABLE, and/or MOST

UNPLEASANT is at the top, downward situation-by-situation

to that whose FALSE CONTACT COZSEQUENCES WOULD BE LEAST SEVERE,

LEAST UNDESIRABLE, and/or LEAST UNPLEASANT. After you have

done this, p2ease write the card numbers in the boxes on the

other side of this page in the order you have placed the cards.

I G-2 i
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QUESTIONNAIRE

POR. EACH QUESTION, CHECK THE ODE RIESPONUSE THAT MOST ACCUR-
AI'ELY REFLECTS -7OUR OWN~ OPINIONI.

1. During present-day non-ASJ? peacetime operations (for
example, peacetime transiting, non-ASW refresher
training, and so on), which do you feel sonar opera-
tots shouZd do?

a. Report fewer false contacts than they do
now even though it means increased delay
in reporting.

b. Continue present reporting practices.

c. Report contacts zo-e quickly than they do
now even though it ueans More false con- Vtacts.

2. During present-day ASY exercise situations, which do
you feel sonar operators should do?

a. Report fewer false contacts than they do

now even though i means increased delayin reporting. i

b. Continue present reporting practices.A

c. Report contacts more quicikly t ln they do
now evep though it means more false con-

tacts.

3. 1hich have you found to be true?

a. Many more false contacts are reported dur-
ing ASW exercises than during non-ASW
peacetime operations.

b. A few more false contacts are reported
during ASW exercises xhan during non-
ASW peacetime operations.

c.- About the sane number of false contacts
are reported during ASW exercises and
non-ASW peacetime operations.

d. Fewer false contacts are reported during i
ASW exercises than during non-ASW peace-
tire operations.

4. How much of a problem do you think false contacts would
be in the event of a war involving ASW?

a. Very serious problem.

b. Serious problem.

c. Moderate problem.

d. insignificant problem. £

-Ir
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5. At the present nime ho-, welcl do you thinK th- -ri-zd ge19Can. iluac al~ zrcc of certaizty :hi sonay .r-Z bu
an initial co:%tact?

41i ___a. Verv accurately.

101. '0o1 Very accu::-ateiv.

di. Not at all.

U.6. Hou~ useful do y-ou trnk_ of~edec sonar'~s confid.ence
or certa_,_,- e sai---g an z'itia contact wudbe in
decision makiaR on. the bridzge during- a war involvina

Verv u,- Cf U I
___b. Moftratel)y useful.

c. Of little use-

k cd. Of no use.-

7. Does the A-scan. vresentation of tile particular model
INSQS-26 [:i_(R-) -' or rF" aboard your !:Iio differ

si eejcntz from: tha f thc -K-F-QS-- CK -ehich Yu cm

IF
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